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ABSTRACT
Research has indicated a positive correlation among religious individuals who view pornography
and report experiencing increased moral incongruence and perceived addiction as a result of their
use. Research also shows how one views God (loving, distant, and cruel), known as God-image,
can attenuate or exacerbate psychological distress associated with pornography use and or
religious/spiritual struggles. Recently a small number of studies have shown externalization, the
tendency to blame others, as an effective coping mechanism in the reduction of sexual shame.
Based on Grubbs, Perry, et al., (2019) theoretical model, pornography problems due to moral
incongruence (PPMI), this study aimed to explore the effects that God-image and externalization
could have on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Additionally,
this study examined the moderated moderation externalization might have of the relationship of
God-image and moral disapproval and perceived addiction. As hypothesized, the results
indicated that God-image: loving had a significant negative effect on perceived addiction,
whereas God-image: distant and cruel both had significant negative effects on perceived
addiction. Contrary to the hypothesis, results indicated externalization had a positive effect on
perceived addiction. Lastly, this study analyzed the three-way interaction of externalization,
God-image and the relationship of moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Results indicated
externalization had significant negative effects on perceived addiction when individuals viewed
God as distant and cruel at varying levels of externalization. No significant results were reported
for the three-way interaction when individuals viewed God as loving.
Keywords: religiosity, pornography use, moral disapproval, perceived addiction, Godimage, externalization
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Pornography is a 97-billion-dollar global industry that only continues to grow (EmmersSommer, 2018). A large part of pornography’s rapid growth has been linked to the advent of the
internet, creating what Cooper et al. (2000) described as the Triple-A engine: increased
accessibility, anonymity, and greater affordability. Before the internet, pornography was mostly
contained in books, magazines, videos, and DVDs; with the advancement of the internet,
pornography is now available virtually everywhere. Lane (2000) commented that the advent of
the internet has spurred a “golden age” for the pornography industry. Before the rise of the
internet, the vast majority of the research on pornography was conducted among nonnormative
populations and focused on deviant behavior and negative sociological impacts of pornography
(Allen et al., 1995; Bauserman, 1996; Quayle & Taylor, 2003). With the increased recent interest
in pornography use, researchers have begun focusing on the individual’s relationship with
pornography dating back to as early as 1973 (Wright, 2013a). Recent data suggest 46% of men
and 16% of women from ages 18 to 39 report intentional use of pornography (Regnerus et al.,
2016). Pornography research, a field that once was confined to criminology and nonnormative
populations, has now expanded to the point that a journal, devoted to just the subject of
pornography has been established and is aptly named Porn Studies (Attwood & Smith, 2014).
As researchers have begun to examine the effects of pornography consumption, studies
have shown mixed results. Positive outcomes of pornography use include increased sexual desire
for women who are in a relationship (Willoughby & Leonhardt, 2020), improved comfort
addressing sexual issues for medical students and mental health clinicians (Watson & Smith,
2012), and reduced unwanted emotions (Grubbs, Wright, et al., 2019). Researchers have also
discovered negative effects of pornography consumption. Studies have shown pornography
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consumption can lead to extramarital sex (Wright, 2013b), increased belief in the rape myth
(Emmers-Sommer, 2018), increased sexist views toward women (Hald et al., 2013), increased
risk of contracting a sexually transmitted disease (Wright & Randall, 2012), and even decreased
religious commitment (Perry, 2019). An emerging thread in this growing field of research
explores how individuals’ religious beliefs surrounding sexual behavior affect their pornography
consumption.
It has been shown that religious beliefs can influence an individual’s attitudes about sex
(Lefkowitz et al., 2004). In general, religiosity has been shown to have a restrictive or stigmatic
effect on sexuality (Ahrold et al., 2011). Not surprisingly, religious individuals and groups have
leaned toward disapproval of pornography and have advocated against its presence within
society to the level of participating in U.S. congressional meetings in hopes of limiting its
availability (Clarkson & Kopaczewski, 2013). Within religious populations, pornography use is
reported in lower numbers than in nonreligious populations (Carroll et al., 2008; Wright, 2013a).
Researchers have shown that although religious populations strongly oppose pornography use,
they do not always behave consistently with those attitudes (Nelson et al., 2010; Perry, 2017). It
is no surprise that religious individuals whose religious beliefs clash with their sexual behavior
report a lower level of sexual congruence (i.e., behavior-values constancy; Perry & Whitehead,
2019).
Interestingly, religious individuals who report lower sexual congruence also report an
increased perception of problematic hypersexual behavior despite the static behavior (Hook et
al., 2015). Meaning that the behavior remained the same, yet religious individuals reported
greater levels of self-perceived problems than nonreligious users. This phenomenon has steered
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researchers to explore further the relationship between belief and behavior among religious
pornography users.
Leon Festinger established cognitive dissonance theory in 1957. The theory purports that
the existence of two cognitions that are dissonant or incongruent toward one another causes
psychological distress (Harmon-Jones & Mills, 2019). Cognitive dissonance theory helps to
conceptualize the research results on pornography use in religious samples. Recent studies have
shown individuals who identify as religious and believe pornography is “always morally wrong”
yet still consume pornographic content report lower levels of happiness (Patterson & Price,
2012) and less sexual satisfaction (Perry & Whitehead, 2019), experience increased sexual
shame and depression (Nelson et al., 2010; Volk et al., 2016), and have an increased risk of
divorce (Perry, 2017; Perry & Schleifer, 2017b). An individual’s incongruence between sexual
thought and action is logically distressing (Grubbs & Perry, 2019). The term moral incongruence
has been used in the literature to describe this disconnect between beliefs and behavior.
Researchers have shown that individuals with increased moral incongruence experience
increased depression, distress, and relational problems (Grubbs & Perry, 2019). Along with
reporting higher levels of moral incongruence, religious pornography users are more likely to
report that they are addicted to their use.
In 2006, Abell et al. reported a relationship between religiosity and perceived addiction to
pornography. Research has since established a strong link between religious beliefs and
perceived addiction to pornography (Bradley et al., 2016; Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2017; Grubbs,
Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Leonhardt et al., 2018; Wilt, Cooper, et
al., 2016). In 2015, Grubbs, Exline, et al. reported a positive relationship between religiosity and
perceived addiction mediated by moral incongruence. In 2019, a meta-analysis of the literature
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supported the relationship of religiosity, moral incongruence, and self-perceived pornography
addiction (Grubbs, Wright, et al., 2019). Beyond the noted distress, depression, and relational
problems created by the experience of moral incongruence, sexual shame has also been reported
when moral incongruence and perceived addiction exist (Volk et al., 2016). Researchers have
sought to understand and explain exactly how these two (moral incongruence, perceived
addiction) phenomena interact.
For some time now, both clinicians and researchers have reported the addictive nature of
sexual behaviors such as pornography use (Griffiths, 2012; Young, 2008). Many have argued
against the use of the term addiction to describe pornography use due to the lack of empirical
evidence and the lack of an official diagnosis within the Diagnostic Statistical Manual for
Mental Disorders-5 (Duffy et al., 2016; Ley et al., 2014; Thomas, 2016). Due to the lack of
clarity within the literature Grubbs, Perry, et al. (2019) have labeled this phenomenon as selfperceived problematic pornography use rather than perceived addiction.
Regardless of the continued debate surrounding the term itself, this self-perceived
problem has been shown to extend beyond just religious populations, with increasing numbers of
mental health providers internationally reporting clientele seeking treatment for pornography use
(Gola et al, 2016; Kraus et al., 2016; Short et al., 2012). To date, religious males who report
daily pornography use and moral incongruence are the most likely to report self-perceived
pornography addiction (Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2018). Not surprisingly, religious individuals report
higher self-perceived addiction levels than nonbelievers (Bradley et al., 2016). Religious
individuals experiencing moral incongruence and perceived addiction also report higher levels of
relationship anxiety (Leonhardt et al., 2018), increased anger, lower self-esteem (Wilt, Cooper, et
al., 2016), psychological distress (Grubbs, Volk, et al., 2015), shame, depression (Volk et al.,
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2019), and religious struggle including increased anger toward God (Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2017;
Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016). With the increased psychological distress experienced by these
clients, researchers have begun to explore what, if anything, can alleviate the unwanted distress.
Recent studies on externalization yield promise in reducing distress, including sexual shame.
In their study examining the role of blaming others, Volk et al. (2019) were able to show
evidence that externalizing blame among pornography viewers moderated the relationship
between perceived addiction and depression. Externalization has reduced depression associated
with perceived addiction, suggesting that it might attenuate other negative outcomes resulting
from use. These findings suggest that externalization may play a role in individuals blaming
others, including God, to avoid the discomfort of their pornography use.
A relationship with a divine figure has been shown to increase security (Granqvist et al.,
2010; Kirkpatrick, 1998), be used as a source of coping (Pargament, 1998), and even provide
comfort (Exline et al., 2000). Beyond the noted positive effects of such a relationship with the
divine, other studies report the relationship as a source of anger and struggle (Exline & Rose,
2005), depression, stress, and negative spiritual well-being (Strelan et al., 2009). Davis et al.
(2013) promoted the idea that God-image is an internal neural network detailing the past and
current relationship, including an attachment, with the divine.
Much of the current research concerning God-image has been focused on exploring how
religious struggles and anger toward God are linked to psychological distress experience (Exline,
2013; Exline & Grubbs, 2011; Exline et al., 2011, 2012). Building upon this research, Exline,
Grubbs, and Homolka’s (2014) study found that individuals who view God as cruel or distant
reported higher anger levels and more doubt about God. Similarly, those who blame God for
creating them with an attribute that leads to moral transgression reported increased divine
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struggle (Exline, Grubbs, and Homolka, 2014). Conversely, Yali et al.’s (2019) data suggest that
despite the experience of anger, perceived closeness to God moderates anger towards God.
Additionally, God-image may be defined and measured by viewing God either loving, distant,
and cruel (Wood et al., 2010). To date, no research has explored how God-image (loving, distant,
or cruel) may interact with moral incongruence and perceived addiction of religious pornography
users.
Background of the Problem
Although pornography itself is not new or recent, pornography’s availability massively
expanded with the advent of smartphone technology. With digital pornographic content so
widely accessible, now entire generations of children are being exposed to pornography at
younger ages and growing up with access throughout most of their childhood and teen years.
Some experts suggest roughly 98% of teenagers are exposed to pornography during adolescence
(Kohut & Štulhofer, 2018). Multiple studies have also noted increased usage rates in adults
(Carroll et al., 2008; Price et al., 2016; Regnerus et al., 2016). As a result of this increased
exposure to pornography, negative outcomes associated with viewing pornography have been
widely reported, especially among those who espouse a level of religiosity (Grubbs, Stauner, et
al., 2015; Patterson & Price, 2012; Volk et al. 2016).
The literature has established a strong link between religiosity, pornography
consumption, and moral incongruence (Bradley et al., 2016; Lewczuk et al., 2020; VaillancourtMorel & Bergeron, 2018). Additionally, it has been shown that those who experience higher
moral incongruence levels also report higher levels of self-perceived addiction to pornography
(Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Shelton, 2019). As a result, these individuals experience
increased guilt, shame, psychological distress, and spiritual/religious struggle (Bradley et al.,
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2016; Chisholm & Gall, 2015; Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2017). Lastly, Volk et al. (2019) showed
evidence that “externalizing” or blaming others had a significant moderating role between
viewing pornography and experiencing sexual shame. The results of this study imply that
individuals experience a level of relief by shifting their blame to something or someone beyond
themselves.
God-image and one’s relationship with God continues to be an area of interest to
researchers (Davis et al., 2013; Granqvist et al., 2010; Kirkpatrick, 1998). Within this larger field
of research, several studies have taken a narrower focus on one’s anger toward God and
individuals’ perceptions of the role and responsibilities of God in their suffering or spiritual
struggle (Exline & Grubbs, 2011; Exline et al., 2012; Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2014; Grubbs
& Exline, 2014). The literature has shown that religious individuals who view pornography
experience moral disapproval (Bradley et al., 2016; Lewczuk et al., 2020; Vaillancourt-Morel &
Bergeron, 2018). A direct relationship exists in the literature between moral incongruence and
self-perceived addiction to pornography (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Shelton, 2019).
Further, unwanted psychological distress, shame and guilt are reported due to this relationship,
which is rooted in users’ belief that using pornography is morally wrong (Perry, 2018). Recent
research has shown that externalizing blame could be a potential source of relief from such
shame (Volk, et al., 2019). Similarly, a negative view of God (the belief that God is distant or
cruel) has been reported to increase religious stress/struggle (Grubbs, Exline, et., 2016; Wilt,
Exline, et al., 2016) To date, no study has examined if either God-image or externalization could
moderate the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
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Purpose of the Study
The current study seeks to explore the potential moderating roles God-image and
externalization may play between moral incongruence and perceived addiction. Whether
individuals view God as a source of comfort or distress is an important aspect of this current
study. Additionally, uncovering how individuals view God’s closeness or distance to them
during a time of psychological discomfort and religious/spiritual struggle is important to
continue building on current literature. Further, this study seeks to support the current literature
surrounding moral incongruence and perceived addiction. This study seeks to expand upon the
externalization research with the added concept of God-image, given that religiosity influences
beliefs.
Research Questions and Research Hypotheses
The first research question examines the relationship between moral incongruence and
perceived addiction. Research shows that moral disapproval and perceived addiction are
positively related (Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2015; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2018;
Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019).
The second research question examines whether externalization exacerbates or attenuates
the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the literature, it is
hypothesized that externalization has an exacerbating effect on the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019). This proposed
theoretical model is shown in Figure 1.1. This moderation model is an extension of the current
literature.
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Figure 1.1
Theoretical Model of Research Question 2

The third research question explores the relationship of externalization and God-image in
three parts. First, this question investigates whether externalization exacerbates or attenuates the
relationship between God-image: loving and the relationship between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. Based on the literature, it is hypothesized that externalization attenuates the
relationship between God-image: loving and moral disapproval and perceived addiction
(Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019).
The second part of this research question examines whether externalization exacerbates
or attenuates the relationship between God-image: distant and the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the literature, it is hypothesized that
externalization exacerbates the relationship between God-image: distant and moral disapproval
and perceived addiction (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019).
The third part of this research question examines whether externalization exacerbates or
attenuates the relationship between God-image: cruel and the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the literature, it is hypothesized that
externalization exacerbates the relationship between God-image: cruel and moral disapproval
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and perceived addiction (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019). This proposed theoretical model is
shown in Figure 1.2. This moderated moderation model is an extension of the current literature.
Figure 1.2
Theoretical Model of Research Questions 3a–3c

The fourth research question examines whether God-image exacerbates or attenuates the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction in three parts. The first part of
this question investigates whether God-image: loving exacerbates or attenuates the relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the literature, it is hypothesized
that God-image: loving attenuates the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived
addiction (Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2016; Wilt, Exline, et al., 2016).
Secondly, the fourth research question explores whether God-image: distant exacerbates
or attenuates the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the
literature, it is hypothesized that God-image: distant exacerbates the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction (Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2014; Volk et al., 2019).
Lastly, the fourth research question explores whether God-image: cruel exacerbates or
attenuates the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Based on the
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literature, it is hypothesized that God-image: cruel exacerbates the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction (Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2014; Grubbs et al., 2013;
Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2017; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Volk et al., 2019; Wilt, Cooper, et al.,
2016; Wilt, Exline, et al., 2016). This evidence-based moderation model is shown in Figure 1.3.
This moderation model is an extension of the current literature.
Figure 1.3
Theoretical Model of Research Questions 4a–4c

The fifth research question examines whether males will report higher levels of perceived
addiction that females. Based on current literature, it is hypothesized that males will report
higher levels of perceived addiction to pornography than woman (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman,
2018; Lewczuk et al., 2020).
Assumptions and Limitations
The current study has assumptions and limitations that may constrain the research
findings. It is hoped that a sample gained from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) will have a
similar representation of individuals who view pornography, believe in God, experience moral
disapproval, and perceive addiction as samples from current research. Research concerning
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MTurk samples has shown that these samples tend to be consistent with the general population
(Shapiro et al., 2013).
MTurk presents limitations due to its self-reported measures. It is possible that
participants are not truthful and or exact in their responses or depictions of their beliefs,
pornography use, perceived addiction, and view of God. Additionally, participants may not
report accurately in an attempt to answer in a way that is religiously and socially desirable.
Definition of Terms
Externalization refers to the practice of transferring blame onto someone or something
outside of oneself. The current research suggests that this coping device or defense mechanism
of transferring blame may reduce the shame associated with viewing pornography (Adams &
Robinson, 2001; Volk et al., 2019).
God-image is understood as the self-perceived relationship between the participant and
their God. Specifically, participants’ views of God as cruel, distant, or loving will be reported
using the Attitudes Toward God Scale (God-10; Wood et al., 2010).
Moral disapproval is defined as “believing pornography use is a violation of conscience”
(Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2017, p. 497). Simply put, when going against one’s own belief system or
religious principles to view pornography. Moral incongruence is the distress experienced from
moral disapproval and both terms will be synonymous with each other in this study.
Perceived addiction is a self-reported phenomenon; it is defined as when participants
identify themselves as addicted or out of control. It implies the belief that the participant cannot
stop viewing pornography on their own.
Pornography use is understood as Kohut et al.’s (2017) study defines it: “intentionally
looking at or listening to: (a) pictures or videos of nude individuals, (b) pictures or videos in
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which people are having sex, or (c) written or audio material that describe people having sex” (p.
587).
Religiosity is defined by “My religious beliefs are what lie behind my whole approach to
life, my religious beliefs provide meaning and purpose to life, I allow my religious beliefs to
influence other areas of my life, and being a religious person is important to me” (Blaine &
Crocker, 1995, p. 1034). Participants who affirm any of the above statements fall under an
umbrella understanding of religious or having religiosity.
Significance of the Study
The current study seeks to build onto the previously established relationship between
moral incongruence and self-perceived addiction by confirming it. Additionally, it seeks to
expand the existing literature concerning the potential moderating roles God-image and
externalization may have between these two constructs.
This study has several clinical implications for counselors who work with people
presenting with unwanted pornography use. First, this study could show that individuals
increasingly perceive God as cruel or distant due to their pornography use and perceived
addiction, thus increasing psychological discomfort. The findings of this study could result in the
development of evidence-based interventions for reducing this unwanted distance and cruelty to
bring participants closer to God and establish a more positive view of God. Secondly, if this
study shows that individuals who view God as loving report a decrease in moral disapproval and
perceived addiction, exploring and building upon this finding could result in the development of
clinical interventions for this population. Lastly, if externalization is shown to have a significant
effect on the relationship of moral disapproval and perceived addiction, this would increase the
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limited research in this area and create opportunities for clinicians to create and or modify
clinical interventions.
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
The Pornography Problems due to Moral Incongruence (PPMI) model is the theoretical
and conceptual framework for this study (Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019). This framework suggests
that individuals who identify as religious and use pornography experience moral
disapproval/incongruence. Further, they report self-perceived problems associated with their use,
resulting in interpersonal, intrapersonal, and spiritual distress. This model has been supported in
several studies (Brand et al., 2018; Fisher et al., 2018; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Kraus &
Sweeney, 2019), including studies outside of the US (Lewczuk et al., 2020).
Externalization is another piece of the conceptual framework. This study hypothesizes
that individuals who externalize their distress from pornography use also attenuate distress
produced by moral incongruence and perceived addiction. For example, when a religious
individual blames God for not “fixing” their unwanted desire to view pornography, they will
report lower levels of distress by blaming God than those who do not externalize their guilt and
shame.
Organization of the Remaining Chapters
In the following chapter, an extensive review of the literature on pornography use,
religiosity, moral incongruence, perceived addiction, externalization, and God-image will be
examined. Reasons for use, and outcomes associated with pornography use will be discussed. A
focus on the negative outcomes of pornography use will conclude this section. Next, religiosity
and the positive and negative outcomes associated with religiosity will be examined, followed by
an in-depth exploration of God-image as it pertains to spiritual/religious struggle and anger. This
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section will conclude with a discussion on the relationship between religiosity and pornography.
Thirdly, the literature concerning moral disapproval with be discussed. Lastly, the perceived
addiction literature will be examined with a brief discussion about externalization.
Chapter Three will provide an overview of the methodology for this current study,
including instrumentation, participant selection, research procedures, and data processing and
analysis. The results of this study will be explored in Chapter Four. Lastly, Chapter Five will
summarize the current study and conclusions derived from this study’s results and provide
recommendations for future research.
Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced this study’s topics, including religiosity, pornography use, moral
disapproval, perceived addiction, externalization, and God-image. The background of the
problem was discussed to highlight the current state of the research and a gap in the literature
concerning the potential moderating roles of God-image and externalization between the
relationship of moral disapproval and perceived addiction. The purpose of this study was
identified to fill this gap in the literature. The research questions were discussed along with the
conceptual models of the current study. Terms and definitions were discussed to ensure clarity
throughout this study. Lastly, an overview of the remaining chapters concluded this chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Pornography was once confined to fringe parts of society’s going back as far as the
ancient Greek empire, yet today is a multi-billion-dollar global business annually (Hald et al.,
2014; Emmers-Sommer, 2018). The internet’s capability to provide access to pornography to
anyone, anywhere, for free has transformed how individuals consume pornography. As a result,
researchers and clinicians alike have reported more and more clients presenting with online
sexual compulsivity problems (Cooper et al., 2000). Due to increased reporting, researchers have
taken an interest in examining how this increased access and consumption to pornography is
affecting individuals and society as a whole. Researchers have begun examining how
pornography affects couples who use jointly or individually (Willoughby & Leonhardt, 2020),
the educational uses of pornography (Watson & Smith, 2012), negative outcomes of use for
teenagers (Wright, 2013a), the role pornography can play in marital satisfaction (Perry, 2016),
and even how pornography use affects religious attendance (Perry & Hayward, 2017). These
topics are just a few examples of where the field of pornography research is beginning to expand.
The current study’s focus will seek to continue the thread of research examining how religious
beliefs impact pornography use.
This chapter will begin with a review of the literature on pornography, including the
subjects of use over time, reasons for use, and outcomes associated with use. The next section
will discuss religiosity, including positive outcomes of religiosity, negative outcomes of
religiosity, God-image, and how religiosity and pornography relate in the research literature.
Following the discourse on religiosity, a thorough examination of moral
disapproval/incongruence research will be conducted. Next, perceived addiction will be
discussed. Lastly, the literature on externalization will be examined.
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Pornography
The word pornography has historically been viewed as a pejorative (Wright, 2012). As a
result of society’s scrutiny and disapproval of pornography, researchers have worked to produce
a clear definition of the word. Additionally, researchers need a definitive definition to accurately
and effectively measure its consumption and perceived effect on those who abstain and or
consume it (Huer, 1987; MacKinnon, 1993; Rea, 2001; Rose, 2013). Despite a lack of complete,
uniform definition, the field of pornography research continues to grow and advance. As a result,
an entire scientific journal devoted to the academic research of pornography aptly named Porn
Studies was recently established (Attwood & Smith, 2014). A part of researchers’ growing
interest in studying pornography is to learn how individuals use it over time.
Use Over Time
The opposition to pornography use has decreased over time. Lykke and Cohen (2015)
noted that since 1975, the percentage of U.S. males who oppose pornography decreased from
34% to 23% by 2010, and U.S. females’ opposition reduced from 53% to 43% during that time.
As males’ and females’ opposition to pornography has diminished, similarly, the rate of
consumption seems to have increased over time. In a recent study, 46% of men and 16% of
women from ages 18 to 39 reported intentional use of pornography in the previous week
(Regnerus et al., 2016). Further, Price et al. (2016) provided evidence that those who grew up
with the internet from adolescence (those born in the 1980s and beyond) have a much higher use
rate than other cohorts born before the 1980s. As the consumption of pornography has increased
over the years with the aid of technology, researchers have sought to better understand the
different factors leading individuals to consume pornography.
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Reasons for Use
Studies have identified a variety of reasons individuals use pornography. Research shows
that many individuals who use pornography use it as a source of learning to gain a greater
understanding of sexual desires, sexual behaviors, and empowerment (Weinberg et al., 2010).
Another reason individuals report using pornography is a state of curiosity. Chen et al. (2013)
reported out of 1,166 Taiwanese adolescents between Grades 10 and 12 who completed a survey,
37.4% reported viewing pornography due to curiosity. In a recent meta-analysis of the
pornography literature examining the motivations for pornography use, sexual arousal and sexual
enhancement were reported as the most consistent and predominant reasons for using
pornography (Grubbs, Wright, et al., 2019). Similarly, Emmers-Sommer (2018) found that,
regardless of gender, pornography is mostly preferred for isolated use for masturbation.
Beyond curiosity, educational purposes, and sexual arousal as motivators for viewing
pornography, it has been shown that individuals also use pornography as a means of coping with
negative emotion as a source of stress relief and avoidance of pain (Elliot & Covington, 2001;
Peter & Valkenburg, 2011A; Reid et al., 2011). Research also suggests that individuals seek out
pornography to escape boredom (Carvalheira et al., 2015; Janssen et al., 2008). Lastly, Grubbs,
Wright, et al. (2019) point out another reason people use pornography is for increased intimacy
within a relationship; specifically, when one partner seeks to satisfy a significant other’s desire
for pornography use, it is known as “coupling.” Research has shown couples engage in viewing
pornography together in hopes of increasing sexual desire (Poulsen et al., 2013; Resch &
Alderson, 2014).
Olmstead et al. (2013) used a sample of 404 emerging adults to examine expectations
about future pornography use (alone and with a partner) and whether or not the participants
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viewed that use as acceptable. They reported 70.8% of men and 45.5% of women cited
conditions under which pornography use would be acceptable for them or their partner. The
participants cited motivators for using pornography or accepting their partner’s use of
pornography as, “It may even enhance some relationships in a positive manner,” “Together
would be a better situation, because then you can discuss what you saw and if you would like to
add it into the sex life,” and “It’s natural and healthy” (Olmstead et al., 2013 p. 628). Although
this study explored individuals’ views on their own pornography use and a future partner’s use,
the data highlight important motivators of how emerging adults approach the idea of
pornography use. Further, in a recent study, Kohut et al. (2017) explored the perceived effects
pornography had on couples. In their qualitative study of 430 men and women in a relationship,
“no negative effects” was the highest reported reoccurring response. Also, a large portion of
responses included “greater sexual communication,” “increased sexual exploration,” and
“increased sexual comfort.” Grubbs, Wright, et al. (2019) noted with emerging adults’
acceptance and expectation of future pornography use within their relationships, the literature
will most likely shift in the future as a result.
In conclusion, research has identified a variety of motivators for pornography use,
including education, increased sexual arousal, curiosity, coping with negative emotions,
boredom, and intimacy and coupling. Along with the motivators for pornography use,
researchers have explored reported outcomes of pornography use.
Positive Related Factors Associated With Use
Research suggests both positive and negative outcomes for individuals and couples who
view pornography. Studies that report positive outcomes highlight pornography use as
educational, helpful with sexual expression, and enhancing pleasure (Albury, 2014; Newby &
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Philpott, 2018; Watson & Smith, 2012). This section will investigate the literature reporting
positive outcomes associated with pornography use among individuals and couples.
Studies report among the top reasons individuals and couples seek out viewing
pornography are to enhance sexual arousal (Brand et al., 2010, Grubbs, Wright, et al., 2019,
Willoughby & Leonhardt, 2020) and for masturbation purposes (Emmers-Sommer, 2018;
Wallmyr & Welin, 2006). In their study examining whether viewing pornography would expand
college students’ sexual horizons, Weinberg et al. (2010) reported viewing pornography did
increase students’ sexual exploration with willingness to attempt new things. Similarly, in their
study of 240 committed couples examining individuals and dyadic pornography use, Willoughby
and Leonhardt (2020) reported that females’ use of pornography was associated with increased
sexual desire despite male pornography use reducing the relational satisfaction of both partners.
Research shows educational benefits are another reported motivator among individuals
and couples who view pornography (Watson & Smith, 2012). Additionally, pornography is a
highly effective tool for encouraging safer sex practices, such as to reduce HIV/AIDS cases
within the gay community (Leonard, 2012). In a recent conceptual article, Newby and Philpott
(2018) argued that pornography should be used as an educational tool to encourage condom use
to increase public safety and promote sex education. In the United Kingdom and Australia, the
idea of using pornography for pedagogy continues to be explored and examined as a possible
addition to their curriculums (Albury, 2014; Haste, 2013; O’Brien, 2013; Watt, 2013).
Lastly, Kohut et al.’s (2016) study showed that pornography hold more egalitarian views
of women who have power, work outside of the home, and have had an abortion than nonusers.
This study aimed to show the educational role pornography can play in transitioning participants’
negative views about women. Additionally, the authors reported no significant difference
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between users and nonusers in their traditional family views (Kohut et al., 2016). This claim
would seem to negate the arguments of others who state that viewing pornography erodes the
traditional family unit. These studies suggest the educational uses pornography consumption can
have on its consumers.
This section highlights studies that report positive outcomes associated with viewing
pornography, such as education, increased sexual exploration, sexual enhancement, and
increased egalitarian views toward women. It must be noted that this section is only a brief
review of literature on positive reported outcomes associated with pornography use. The purpose
of this study is to more deeply examine the negative reported outcomes associated with
pornography use. The following section will explore negative outcomes associated with
pornography use.
Negative Related Factors Associated With Use
Research suggests pornography use can lead to a variety of negative consequences for its
users (Duffy et al., 2016; Gola et al., 2017; Young, 2008). This section will explore the negative
outcomes of pornography use among teenagers, single adults, and those in committed
relationships. Lastly, pornography use and outcomes associated with use among individuals who
identify as religious will be examined.
Wright (2013A) explored data from 1973 to 2010 and found that pornography
consumption was related to a more a positive view of teenage sex, adult premarital sex, and
extramarital sex. Individuals who viewed pornography were reported to be more likely to engage
in extramarital sex. Additionally, viewing pornography was associated with having multiple
partners and paying for sex (Wright, 2013A). Further, in a Swedish study with a sample
composed of mostly boys, Mattebo et al. (2013) reported teens who reported frequent (every
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day) pornography use reported higher rates of casual sex encounters (one-night stands), sex with
friends, relationship problems with peers, truancy, oral use of tobacco, and alcohol use than
average and nonfrequent users. The study also noted a third of the participants reported watching
more pornography than they genuinely wanted to. Despite no self-reported difference in health
ratings, obesity among frequent pornography users was twice as likely as among average and
nonfrequent users (Mattebo et al., 2013).
Research shows a positive association between pornography use and risky behavior
beyond the teenage years and into adulthood. Carroll et al. (2008) noted that among emerging
adults (ages 18–26) who reported viewing pornography, 18- to 22-year-old men reported higher
levels of drinking alcohol and engaging in binge drinking than nonusers. Wright and Randall
(2012) examined the link between viewing pornography and risky sexual behavior. Their study
suggests that U.S. males who view pornography run an increased risk of contracting a sexually
transmitted infection. Wright and Randall (2012) also reported a positive relationship between
viewing pornography and having sex with multiple partners, paying for sex, or having sex for
pay. Only having unprotected sex was negatively related to viewing pornography. Similarly, in
study among Dutch adolescents and adults, Peter and Valkenberg (2011b) reported adults who
view sexually explicit internet material are more likely to engage in sex with someone they do
not know without using a condom. These studies seem to suggest a direct link between increased
pornography consumption and risky sexual behavior, leading to increased risk of contracting a
sexually transmitted disease, infidelity, alcohol consumption, and paying for sex.
Another negative reported outcome of viewing pornography is how it may shape men’s
views toward women. Multiple researchers have examined this correlation and report that, due to
viewing pornography, men have an increased acceptance of violence and misogynistic views of
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women (Hald & Malamuth, 2008; Hald et al., 2013; Peter & Valkenberg, 2009). These studies
present negative perspective on the previously discussed educational nature of pornography use.
As researchers continue to explore the impacts pornography use has on its users, a
growing area of interest is how the use of pornography use affects committed couples. To date,
research among couples primarily suggests negative use outcomes. Studies suggest a correlation
between pornography consumption and lower relational commitment, increased risk for flirting,
and increased potential of infidelity (Lambert et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2014). Additionally,
some studies show decreased relationship satisfaction associated with pornography use among
individuals in committed relationships (Willoughby & Leonhardt, 2020).
Lastly, an emerging field of interest to researchers has been the negative reported
outcomes associated with religious individuals who view pornography (Harris et al., 2012;
Patterson & Price, 2012; Perry & Whitehead, 2019; Volk et al., 2016). Studies suggest that
religious individuals who view pornography experience increased guilt, shame, and
psychological distress (Grubbs et al., 2010; Grubbs, Volk, et al., 2015; Nelson et al., 2010; Volk
et al., 2019). Although not exhaustive, these studies highlight the current and historical negative
outcomes of pornography use among religious populations.
This concludes the discourse on pornography use outcomes. The research to date
suggests both positive and negative effects of pornography use. Positive use outcomes are mostly
reported due to educational use, increased sexual expression, and increased sexual satisfaction.
Research has also noted negative outcomes to viewing pornography, including greater levels of
risky behavior (drinking and binge drinking), increased public health risk (sex without condoms),
risky behavior associated with increased risk of sexually transmitted infection, and acceptance of
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sexist views toward women. A growing field of research has begun to examine religious
individuals and the reported negative outcomes associated with their pornography use.
Religiosity
The term religiosity “is a measure of religious knowledge, faith, fundamentalism belief,
piousness, orthodoxy, religiousness, holiness, and devotion of individuals and the extent to
which they live and use religion for their own ends” (Hage & Posner, 2015, pp. 396–397). This
section will explore religiosity’s positive and negative outcomes within the literature.
Additionally, an examination of individuals’ connection with a divine figure (i.e., God-image) in
the literature will follow. Lastly, the relationship between religiosity and pornography will be
explored.
Positive Outcomes of Religiosity
Numerous studies over the last 70 years have established a link between people’s
religious beliefs and their behavior. Strunk’s (1959) study showed evidence that adolescents
involved in religious activities were more well-adjusted socially relative to their peers. In 1975, a
study including high school (n = 475) and undergraduate (n = 221) students explored if
religiosity would improve personal control against deviant behavior. The study revealed that
religiosity acted as a moderator to deviant behavior (Rohrbaugh & Jesser, 1975). More recently,
multiple studies have documented the positive impact religiosity can have on individuals to
moderate their substance use/abuse (Allen, 2010; Chitwood et al., 2008; Drabble et al., 2016;
Miller et al., 2000; Wallace, 2003; Wills et al., 2003).
In a review of the literature on the nature of the relationship of religion and spirituality
with mental health, Koenig (2009) reported religion is an effective coping behavior used in the
United States in times of stress (e.g., 9/11, a cancer diagnosis) and among people in the United
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Kingdom and Canada when dealing with psychological pain. Additionally, Koenig (2009) found
religious-based interventions outperformed control groups and secular approaches when treating
depression. Lastly, the meta-analysis supported the use of religion and spirituality as effective
treatment approaches in reducing anxiety and suicide (Koenig, 2009). More recently, Dein
(2018) argued the need to include religion and spirituality within the psychological community,
reporting several thousand studies that have made a positive association between religiosity and
mental health. Further, the author noted within those studies a case is made that individuals
reporting more religiousness tend to “fare better in terms of mental health” (Dein, 2018, p. 127).
Due to religiosity’s impact on the way people think and, more specifically, it being the
lens individuals view the world through, its positive effects have been documented in various
behavioral areas, such as better job performance (Osman-Gani et al., 2013), moral and ethical
decision-making in marketing (Singhapakdi et al., 2012), higher credit scores and lower debt
(Feng et al., 2018), and even higher levels of quality of life among cancer patients (Rippentrop et
al., 2006). As shown in this section, religiosity has a significant positive impact on an
individual’s beliefs, behavior, and overall health (Branka & Branimir, 2005). Religiosity has
been studied and documented for nearly a century in behavioral and mental health. Along with
the positive effects of religiosity within the literature, research documenting negative effects of
religiosity warrant a discussion as well. This literature will be explored in the following section.
Negative Outcomes of Religiosity
Along with the positive effects on individuals’ beliefs and behavior, history has also
shown that religiosity can negatively impact behavior. Although there is considerably less
research showing evidence of religiosity’s negative impacts, there are significant impacts to note.
In their study examining Protestant religiosity, Abramowitz et al. (2004) reported a positive
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relationship between religiosity and obsessive-compulsive disorder cognitions and behaviors
(e.g., washing, checking), compared to atheistic and agnostic beliefs. Their study suggests
Protestants hold a much tighter belief about the importance of their thought life and an overall
stronger need for control and responsibility of their thoughts compared to nonreligious
participants. Likewise, other studies have found similar results, showing evidence of higher
levels of obsessive-compulsive disorder symptoms (e.g., concerns of controlling, checking) in
Jewish, Muslim, and Catholic participants as a result of their religiosity (Sica et al., 2002; Siev et
al., 2010; Yorulmaz et al., 2009). Additionally, religious beliefs have been shown to impact
sexual behavior and attitudes (Lefkowitz et al., 2004). Before exploring the relationship between
religiosity and pornography in depth, a thorough examination of how an individual connects with
a divine figure is warranted.
God-Image
Research shows a relationship with God can provide a secure attachment (Granqvist et
al., 2010; Kirkpatrick, 1998) and a source of comfort (Exline et al., 2000). It also has been shown
to be a coping resource for some (Pargament, 1998). Beyond the benefits of such a relationship,
some experience their relationship with the divine as a source of struggle or anger (Exline &
Martin, 2005; Exline & Rose, 2005). Strelan et al. (2009) examined how much disappointment
with God influences psychological and spiritual well-being. They reported disappointment with
God was positively correlated with depression and stress and negatively related to spiritual wellbeing, dispositional forgiveness, spiritual maturity, and relationship commitment.
Due to a lack of clarity within the literature on a precise definition of “God-image,”
Davis et al. (2013) sought to move the research field forward with a working definition. Godimage, based on previous research, can be defined as a neural network entailing the relationship
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of self and a specific divine attachment figure (e.g., God, Allah, Jesus, Buddha, Great Spirit;
Davis et al., 2013). A thorough examination of the literature concerning the negative and positive
implications of religious and spiritual struggle can have on God-image follows.
Based on previous evidence that anger toward God is linked to psychological stress and
psychological entitlement, Grubbs et al. (2013) explored this link when certain personality
aspects are statistically controlled for. Psychological entitlement consistently emerged as a
unique predictor of anger at God even when controlling for the Big Five factors (openness,
consciousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) of personality and narcissistic
entitlement. Similarly, in a two-study analysis, researchers were able to show evidence that when
individuals attributed their moral transgression to a personal character trait and believed God
created them with that trait, they reported greater experiences of divine struggle and anger
toward God (Grubbs & Exline, 2014).
Building upon the previous research around “divine struggle” centered on an individual’s
relationship with God, Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka (2014) constructed two studies, one with
undergraduate students (n = 413) and the second a web-based study on adults (n = 471). Both
studies examined two ways of seeing God: cruel or distant. The authors hypothesized a view of
God as cruel would correlate to higher levels of anger toward God; likewise, they hypothesized
that a view of God as more distant would produce more doubt about God’s existence. Their
reported findings affirmed both hypotheses. Similarly, Oeming Dworksy et al. (2016) used 307
adults reporting spiritual struggles to explore how experiential avoidance impacts spiritual
struggle. They reported experiential avoidance was consistently related to poorer mental health.
Both general and specific spiritual avoidance were linked to higher levels of depression, anxiety,
somatic symptoms, and emotional regulation difficulties. Further, experiential avoidance
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increased the strength of the relationship between spiritual struggle and adverse symptoms. The
results of these studies suggest a link between higher levels of experiential avoidance and
increased spiritual struggles and poorer mental health. Additionally, they show that those who
blame God for giving them a specific negative character trait are at risk for experiencing higher
levels of spiritual struggle and anger toward God.
With a growing body of literature showing a correlation between spiritual struggles
and/or anger toward God and poorer mental health (depression, stress, emotional regulation
difficulties, etc.), Exline et al. (2017) sought to examine this relationship abroad. Previously, the
bulk of the research on anger toward God used college students in the U.S. One hundred thirtynine participants, 78% of whom were Hindu, completed a survey. The polytheists who
participated (45%) chose one god to focus on during this survey. Additionally, three more U. S.
undergraduate samples were collected for comparison (N = 1,040, N = 1811, N = 918). The study
showed Indian students reported more current and situational anger toward God but less anger
toward God over their lifetime. Additionally, in the Indian sample, anger toward God correlated
positively to religious struggle, a view of God as cruel or distant, and a view of anger toward
God as morally acceptable. When a specific event induced suffering, anger toward God
positively correlated to a view of God as responsible for the event and God’s actions as negative,
and participants reported substance use and protest (anger) toward God as a result. Those who
chose to focus on multiple gods over just one god reported greater anger toward gods. The
results with U.S. samples were comparable. This study suggests a stressed or distant relationship
with God produces poorer mental health among populations in the U.S. and abroad. This would
also suggest this phenomenon is not culturally related to the U.S. or any monotheistic religion.
Lastly, this study suggested substance use is a coping mechanism to alleviate unwanted
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emotions. Further exploration of other coping skills as a result of this anger toward God or
spiritual struggle follows.
Wilt, Exline, et al. (2016) examined if one’s anger toward God (the view that God has
abandoned or is punishing them) is mediated by the individual’s beliefs concerning such
suffering. Their study had two samples: undergraduates (n = 3,083) and adults (n = 1,047). In
both samples, the findings suggest that belief in a nonbenevolent God who causes suffering or a
belief that suffering is a part of God’s benevolent plan correlate with increased spiritual struggle,
higher distress, and lower levels of well-being. Conversely, beliefs that God had limited
knowledge of the future or limited control to prevent suffering were correlated to higher wellbeing scores. Additionally, viewing God as having a benevolent role in suffering likewise
increased well-being. These findings suggest a change in how one views God can directly reduce
or illuminate unwanted negative emotions concerning one’s suffering.
It has been shown that anger toward God can also create an opportunity for individuals to
grow closer to God and deepen their faith (Beck, 2007). Exline and Grubbs (2011) reported
polling 471 individuals who described an incident of suffering and their responses toward that
event. Those that reported having strong negative feelings toward God (n = 256) but believed
those feelings to be morally acceptable were likely to disclose their feelings to others. Supportive
responses to these disclosures outnumbered unsupportive responses. It was noted near half of the
participants received unsupportive responses, including indications their feelings were wrong or
responses that made the participants feel judged, guilty, or ashamed. Further, to the level that
participants saw the response as supportive, they reported greater spiritual engagement as a
result. Likewise, reports of unsupportive responses were linked to continued anger with God,
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more suppression attempts and exit behaviors (rebellion, rejecting God, doubting his existence),
and greater substance use.
In a similar study, Exline et al. (2012) examined individuals who claimed to have some
faith in God and to determine if they believed it is acceptable to protest (be angry) against God.
The results showed the more acceptable a participant believed it was to be angry at God, the
lower the spiritual struggle, including more negative views of God (as harsh, distant, cruel, etc.).
Additionally, the researchers reported moral distinction between various forms of protest;
assertive responses (questioning, complaint) were rated more acceptable than anger and
associated negative feelings (frustration, disappointment). Further, negative feelings were rated
more acceptable than exit responses (rebelling, holding on to anger, rejecting God, questioning
his authority, terminating relationship). These results suggest that being angry with and
questioning God is a normative part of the divine relationship dynamic and helpful in reducing
unwanted emotional distress (Exline et al., 2012).
The above group of studies’ report findings that not all divine struggle is negative; rather,
with proper support and a positive view of God, religious and spiritual struggle is a normal part
of the divine relationship. Similar to human relationship struggles, these divine struggles can
actually become a source of increased connection with God. As noted in the above section,
divine struggle can increase or decreased connection with God depending on the individual’s
perception of God and belief about the struggle itself. When the struggle is not normalized,
individuals experience increased anger toward God for making them the way they are and report
feeling a greater distance from God.
Lastly, in hopes of better understanding what predicts such divine struggle, Exline,
Homolka, and Grubbs (2013) examined the relationship between parenting and divine struggle.
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The researchers completed two studies, an internet study (n = 471) and an undergraduate (n =
236) study. In each study, for individuals who saw their father or mother as cruel, that belief was
associated with two types of divine struggle: anger toward God and concern about God’s anger
or disapproval toward the self. These results suggest parental implications for those who raise
their children in hopes of creating a secure divine attachment. Further, Van Tongeren et al.
(2019) examined if religious and spiritual struggle predicted negative experiences with God and
potential shifts in doctrinal beliefs. Undergraduates at a Christian college reported religious and
spiritual struggle, especially around doubt, which led to more negative experiences of God at a
six-month follow-up. Those negative experiences were linked with a change in doctrinal views
about God at the one-year follow-up. It is worth noting that this study did not have an adult
sample for comparison and was completed in a Christian college setting with the mean age of
participants being 20 years old, making the results harder to generalize. Despite this study’s
inability to generalize, it creates a case that “doubt” within one’s relationship with God can start
a lasting doctrinal shift. It also suggests strained relationships could be a predictor of such divine
struggle.
In conclusion, the literature has produced a clear working definition of the God-image
construct. Anger toward God has been shown to increase depression and stress. Further, several
studies have demonstrated that seeing God as cruel and distant increases anger with God. This
relational link has been shown to stretch beyond the U.S. borders and culture to Indian college
students who reported belief in multiple gods. Experiential avoidance of such a religious/spiritual
struggle has been shown to increase depression, anxiety, and somatic symptoms and decrease
emotional regulation ability. However, believing God is benevolent, despite such struggle is
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associated with higher well-being. Finding supportive individuals who normalize anger toward
God can help to reduce psychological stress and actually increase spiritual engagement.
Additionally, research supports assertive questioning about God during difficult times;
the literature shows that questions about God can act as an antecedent to spiritual struggle.
Additionally, children who viewed their parents as cruel or distant reported a strained
relationship with God as adults. This could suggest other strained relationships activate spiritual
struggles. Lastly, those who blame God for their religious and spiritual struggles report an
increase in their negative views toward God, as opposed to those who complain to God but do
not blame God.
Religiosity and Pornography
The history between religious beliefs and pornography goes back as far as 1967 with a
recent surge in the literature. Thomas (2013) highlighted three narratives the religious
community has argued historically against the consumption of pornography: erosion of
traditional values, public performer harm (harms women/performer), and harm to the viewer
(pornography is addictive). The link between religiosity and pornography has been shown to
have multiple implications for people who identify as religious.
A study examining the link between conservative religious beliefs at a state level and the
frequency of searching for pornographic content on Google reported a positive relationship
between the two factors. That is, states with more conservative religious beliefs had increased
searches for pornography (MacInnis & Hodson, 2014). More recently, Whitehead and Perry
(2018) reported higher levels of Evangelical Protestants, theists, and biblical literalists within a
particular state predicted a higher frequency of searches for pornography. Whitehead and Perry
(2018) reported in their study that likewise lower levels of such beliefs were associated with
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lower pornographic search frequency. This would seem to indicate that those of conservative
religious beliefs do, in fact, view pornography at higher rates than the general public. In a recent
study, Perry and Schleifer (2018) explored pornography use rates of Evangelicals and the general
American population from 1984 to 2016; they reported the consumption increased at
approximately the same rate over this period. When the researchers more closely examined
biblical literalists and faithful church attendees, they found that their pornography use rates over
that time stayed the same and did not increase. These studies suggest those affirming Evangelical
beliefs in name and not behavior have used pornography at similar or higher rates than the
general public. However, those within Evangelical circles that “practice what they preach” do
indeed have lower use rates than previously believed.
Teens and emerging adults are of great interest to researchers in this field due to their
future impact on the greater population. Baltazar et al. (2010) explored pornography use among
751 students at a Christian university. They reported finding most males within the study used
pornography but with less frequency than the general public. In a more recent study, Rasmussen
and Bierman (2016) explored pornography use among adolescents into emerging adulthood. The
study showed increasing pornographic consumption for boys and girls through adolescence
overall. The study also reported that pornography use was lower with higher religious attendance
levels, especially for boys. A similar study among Croatian emerging adult females (ages 22 to
25) reported that viewing pornography was positively correlated with masturbation. However,
religious service attendance was associated with lower rates of masturbation (Baćak a &
Štulhofer, 2011).
Similarly, Perry and Hayward (2017) reported with increased pornography consumption
among teens, reduced religious service attendance, belief in the importance of faith, prayer
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frequency, and perceived closeness to God, as well as increased religious doubt resulted
regardless of gender. The researchers concluded that these effects shown in teens now will most
likely shape the future American religious landscape as a result. On the other side of the coin,
Nelson et al. (2010) examined the effects of lack of pornography consumption by religious
adolescents/emerging adult (ages 17 and 18) males. They reported 192 participants all believed
pornography was wrong. Those who reported no use reported higher levels of past and recent
individual religious practices, past family religious practices, self-worth, and identity
development in dating and family, and lower levels of depression. With a negative correlation
having been revealed between viewing pornography and religious practices teens and emerging
adults, researchers aim to explore this trend in adults. These studies suggest a direct correlation
between decreased consumption of pornography and increased participation in faith, a feeling of
being closer to God, and higher levels of self-worth in teens. A further discussion of the literature
among adults on this correlation follows.
From data sets that span from 2006 to 2012 (wave one) and March 2012 to September
2012 (wave two), Perry (2019) launched a study based on the previous understanding that the
more frequently pornography is viewed, the more religious commitment declines. The author
then explored how viewing pornography affected one’s likelihood to volunteer for leadership. He
reports that if participants reported having viewed pornography at wave one, they were less
likely to hold a position of leadership within the next six years. This research consisted of males
and females from conservative Protestants, Catholics, and mainline denominations. In another
study, Perry and Snawder (2017) examined how pornography use affected the parenting of
religious families. Findings suggested that pornography use in parents is associated with poorer
communication with children, decreased eating dinner at the table with children, and yelling at
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children (Perry & Snawder, 2017). These studies seemingly confirm the negative correlation
between a decrease in religious commitment and participation and pornography use for adults
and teens. Further, Perry and Snawder’s (2017) study made a note of the negative implications
for children raised by parents who view pornography. A deeper exploration of this decrease in
religious involvement will be conducted next.
In a study with over 40,000 participants, Patterson and Price (2012) investigated how
viewing pornography impacts the religious activity and happiness of religious individuals.
Results showed that men who had not viewed pornography in the last year and regularly attend
church reported having the highest reported happiness levels. The men who reported viewing
pornography within the last year and attending church regularly had an 11% lower happiness
rating. The researchers noted women also reported a similar difference but with a smaller
happiness gap.
Some have argued that religious people underreport their pornography use due to a bias.
On that point, Rasmussen et al. (2018) conducted a study among religious college students
within the Midwest and reports with expectations of finding a bias. Despite the researchers’
expectations, no bias was found. This study would need replication but presents potential validity
of self-reporting among religious individuals on their pornography use. This phenomenon of
viewing pornography and its negative reported effects on religious attendance, participation, and
parenting seemingly suggests a direct negative correlation with behavior and happiness levels.
An apparent disparity exists within the religious community between their beliefs and
actions. Grubbs et al. (2010) reported findings of guilt and distress among religious individuals
who viewed pornography. Perry (2017) examined 2,279 responses to a 2006 national survey and
reported the greater the religious service attendance and frequency of prayer by men, the more
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they affirmed the belief that viewing pornography is “always morally wrong” yet still reported
using it within the last year. Perry concluded that despite a believer’s strong stance on
pornography use being “wrong,” individuals continue to practice such behavior. As a result,
religious individuals experience what is known in the literature as moral incongruence (Perry,
2017. This will be the focus of the following section.
It is worth noting that a minority of researchers propose an alternative view to the current
literature on religiosity and pornography consumption. Rasmussen and Kohut (2017) argued that
conservatives who view pornography may have a more egalitarian view of women. The
researchers argued that viewing pornography can benefit the religious, as opposed to the
traditionally held belief that viewing pornography encourages women’s objectification. They
suggested that a view of pornography as unhealthy or bad may need to be challenged for its
benefits to be revealed. Similarly, Willoughby (2019) suggested that individuals should no
longer view pornography consumption as all bad or all good; instead, the author advocated a
much more nuanced approach to the topic. However, historically studies suggest values are
somewhat stable throughout adulthood (Milfont et al., 2016; Schwartz, 1992), making their
suggestions much more difficult than once assumed.
The current literature suggests higher reported pornography use rates for religious
individuals than for the general public with one caveat, those who are biblical literalists (Perry &
Schleifer, 2018). It also suggests a direct correlation between pornography use and reduced
attendance of religious activities (Nelson et al., 2010), reduced prayer, reduced engagement in
leadership or volunteering (Perry, 2019), feeling more distant from God, increased doubt in faith,
lower levels of happiness (Price & Patterson, 2012), poorer communication with children (Perry
& Snawder, 2017), and increased risk of depression (Grubbs et al., 2010). The literature also
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suggests teens who avoid pornography consumption report higher levels of self-worth in identity
development in dating and family and lower levels of depression (Nelson, et al., 2010).
In summary, this section explored religiosity, God-image, and the relationship between
religiosity and pornography. It has been shown that religiosity can greatly impact people’s
beliefs and behavior, both positively and negatively. Strong evidence within the literature
supports the integration of religion and spirituality to improve people’s overall mental health
(Dein, 2018; Koenig, 2009). The individual relationship people have with their God is impacted
by their perceptions of God’s closeness and anger. Additionally, it was shown that divine
struggle could be a source of weakening or strengthening one’s God-image based on the
perception of that specific struggle. Within pornography and religiosity research, a clear link
exists between increased viewing of pornography and experiencing unwanted negative effects,
including reduced religious participation, decreased happiness, and increased depression. Lastly,
only one non-peer-reviewed article has examined the link between God-image and pornography
use. It remains unknown if a relationship exists between the two. This study aims to explore that
relationship. Despite the negative consequences documented in the research, religious
individuals continue to seek pornographic material even while believing it is “wrong.” An
incongruence has been noted between religious individuals’ beliefs and the behavior of viewing
pornography. This incongruence will be discussed in the next section.
Moral Disapproval
Morals are values and beliefs that generally guide and direct decisions and behaviors.
When choices and behaviors are made against personal morals, a form of cognitive dissonance,
moral incongruence, results (Perry, 2017). This behavior-values conflict occurs in religious
pornography users.
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With Americans’ decreased opposition to viewing pornography (Lykke & Cohen, 2015),
increased access to the internet (Cooper et al., 2000), and greater usage rates of pornography
(Price et al., 2016), more of those who identify as religious and also morally disapprove of
viewing pornography currently use it. In fact, with more frequent internet searches for
pornography coming from religious areas (MacInnis & Hodson, 2014), it seems those who
identify as religious are behaving in a way that conflicts with their values, creating incongruence
(Perry, 2017. It is worth noting nonreligious pornography users have reported moral
incongruence at significantly reduced rates than religious users (Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Perry &
Whitehead, 2019).
Research has shown that for the religious individual, pornography use is predictive of
depressive symptoms (Nelson et al., 2010), guilt and distress (Grubbs et al., 2010), reduced
religious attendance (Perry & Hayward, 2017), increased shame (Volk et al., 2016), and reduced
overall happiness (Patterson & Price, 2012). As a result of viewing pornography despite
believing it is “morally wrong,” an incongruence between belief and behavior exists. Hook et al.
(2015) explored the incongruence between religious beliefs and sexual behavior. In the second
part of their study, Hook et al. (2015) examined the consequences of incongruence in 191 college
students. They reported those with lower levels of sexual congruence had lower levels of selfforgiveness and higher levels of spiritual struggle after performing sexual behavior counter to
their beliefs. They also reported a self-perceived problematic sexual behavior when the behavior
was held in constant (Hook et al., 2015). This notion that the participants’ sexual behavior
remained constant, yet they perceived their behavior as problematic, warrants further
examination.
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Grubbs, Perry, et al. (2019) conducted a meta-analysis using their “pathways to
pornography being problematic” model and found that religiousness is associated with an
increased moral incongruence of individuals who view pornography. Additionally, they reported
a strong link in the literature between moral incongruence and a self-perceived problem with
pornography use. Further, Grubbs and Perry (2019) offered a review of current findings in the
realm of pornography and religious people’s viewing habits. They concluded from the literature
that substantial evidence points to religious people strongly disapproving of viewing
pornography yet still view it. Moral incongruence is associated with greater depression, distress,
and relational problems and factors into self-perceived pornography addiction or sexual
addiction. With greater levels of psychological distress due to moral incongruence, previously
established literature suggesting perception of God during a time of struggle can impact that
struggle’s outcome, an examination of God-image and moral incongruence literature is
warranted.
God-Image/Moral Disapproval
There are no known published articles in peer-reviewed journals on the relationship
between moral disapproval/incongruence and God-image, though the constructs have been
studied separately. In his study, Rhoad (2016) reported a significant positive correlation between
participants’ distress (moral incongruence) about pornography use and their anxious attachment
to God and significant others. Additionally, participants reported feeling significantly more
distant from God due to their pornography use. Prominent themes reported were feeling God was
disappointed in them for their pornography use and a strong desire to regain closeness to God. It
was noted that this study used 52 adult participants, all of whom reported a Christian
religious/spiritual orientation and viewing pornography in the last 12 months. Due to a dearth in
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the current literature on this relationship, the current study seeks to examine this potential
relationship further.
This concludes a brief exploration of the moral disapproval construct. It was established
that religious individuals who view pornography despite a contrary belief to such behavior
experience what is known in the literature as moral/incongruence disapproval when viewing
pornography. Moral incongruence has been associated with negative symptoms such as guilt,
distress, lower happiness, lower self-esteem, and shame. As a result of continual pornography
use despite the distress associated with moral incongruence, this population has begun to report
what is known as self-perceived addiction to pornography (Grubbs et al., 2015). Lastly, a small
link was established between moral incongruence and God-image that needs further exploration.
A thorough examination of perceived addiction and its link to moral incongruence will be
discussed in the next section.
Perceived Addiction to Pornography
The literature to date has established strong evidence showing religious individuals who
consume pornography experience increased psychological distress. The idea of self-perceived
addiction to pornography use is a contested notion within the literature, mainly due to its lack of
official diagnosis within the professional mental health community (Duffy et al., 2016; Grubbs &
Perry, 2019; Thomas, 2016). Some researchers argue that instead of using the term addiction,
clinicians need to focus on the behavior (Ley et al., 2014). To date, the American Psychological
Association has no official diagnosis for pornography addiction, but despite any official
diagnosis, the idea that pornography is an addiction has even been promoted on Capitol Hill.
Clarkson and Kopaczewski (2013) reported that in a 2004 Congressional hearing on
pornography, the term addiction was used to link pornography with the known negative effects
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of addiction to persuade the listening audience. Beyond the argument on the legitimacy of the
term, self-perceived addiction has established itself within the literature concerning moral
incongruence and religiosity.
As early as 2006, researchers have noted the connection between religiosity and selfperceived addiction to pornography (Abell et al., 2006), and they continue to establish this link in
substantial research (Shelton, 2019). In examining religiosity, pornography use, and perceived
addiction, Grubbs, Exline, et al. (2015) reported a positive, robust relationship between
perceived pornography addiction and religiosity mediated by moral disapproval. Lastly, Grubbs,
Volk, et al. (2015) reported evidence that individuals who perceive addiction to pornography use
have greater psychological stress levels, decreasing their overall well-being.
In a deeper exploration of this phenomenon, researchers aimed to examine whether the
frequency of use or personality factors (trait neuroticism, trait self-control, trait entitlement,
religiousness, and moral disapproval of pornography use) would determine perceived addiction
best. The study had a baseline for all measures designed with a one-year follow-up measure.
Perceived addiction appeared to be strongly related to moral disapproval, concurrently and over
time, rather than frequency of use (Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2017). Further, Grubbs, Grant, &
Engelman (2018) reported males with average daily use, moral incongruence, and strong
religiousness as the strongest predictors of self-identified addiction to pornography.
On the heels of this study, Grubbs, Perry, et al., (2019) proposed a new model to
understand perceived addiction and its link to other problematic pornography use for those
whose values oppose it. Their PPMI model represents a move away from the concept selfperceived addiction and encompasses the major constructs of problematic pornography use and
moral incongruence. Since its introduction into the literature, the PPMI model has received
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attention from those who wish to expand its framework (Brand et al., 2018; Vaillancourt-Morel
& Bergeron, 2018). Additionally, it has been replicated in a Danish study, despite small
variations from the American studies results, the researchers concluded that the PPMI is a
“promising framework for investigating the factors to self-perceived addiction and problematic
pornography use” (Lewczuk et al., 2020, p. 300). Due to its acceptance within the literature, the
PPMI model currently holds the most promise to clarify the relationship between moral
incongruence and perceived addiction/pornography problems.
Researchers have broadened their interests beyond just individuals within this field. In
2018, a group of researchers looked to expand the current research on pornography consumption
and perceived addiction to include relationship anxiety. They reported pornography use and
religiosity were weakly associated with higher relationship anxiety. Perception of pornography
addiction was highly associated with relationship anxiety. When perception of addiction was
inserted as a mediator, pornography use had a small indirect effect on relationship anxiety.
Perception of addiction partially mediated the association between religiosity and relationship
anxiety (Leonhardt et al., 2018).
With a growing body of literature linking religiosity to perceived addiction in religious
pornography users, a group of researchers examined if the same would hold true for
nonbelievers. Bradley et al.’s (2016) findings suggest more certainty in the existence of God is
correlated with increased perceived addiction. Additionally, they noted that this increase in
perceived addiction increased psychological distress (anxiety, depression, and general stress) for
both believers and nonbelievers. However, lower perceived addiction levels seem to predict less
overall psychological distress for nonbelievers. It would seem that perceived addiction ignites
some level of psychological stress, especially for believers in God.
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The literature surrounding moral incongruence and perceived addiction suggests unique
spiritual hurdles for those who believe in God and view pornography. In their study bringing
together internet pornography use, perceived addiction, and moral disapproval, Wilt, Cooper, et
al. (2016) surveyed a group of 1,070 college students who claimed some belief in God. Their
study’s results suggest religiousness had a positive correlation to perceived addiction and moral
disapproval. Additionally, perceived addiction was linked to lower self-esteem and more anger
toward God and overall (Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016). Similarly, Grubbs, Exline, et al. (2017)
reported evidence that perceived pornography addiction predicts religious and spiritual struggle.
Lastly, in their study examining the impact of childhood household religiosity on sexual
shame, Volk et al. (2016) showed that moral disapproval and perceived addiction have a
mediating role between household religiosity and sexual shame, suggesting that “sexual shame is
an unintended outcome for religious users” (Volk et al., 2016, p. 255). Shame itself can be
understood as “a sense of an inferior position in relation to a critical, powerful other, whether this
relates to an experience of being shamed by another person or to a more general sense of an
internalized critical other” (Leeming & Boyle, 2013, p. 141). Experiencing sexual shame has
been described as attacking a sense of self by blaming oneself for the event leading to the shame
(Elison et al., 2006). Further, Leeming and Boyle (2013) reported a theme of participants trying
to distance themselves from their shame. More recently, Volk et al. (2019) showed evidence that
externalization or blaming others had a moderating effect on the relationship between moral
disapproval and sexual shame, pornography use and depression, and pornography use and sexual
shame. The consistent experience of sexual shame for religious individuals who consume
pornography appears to drive them to find a source of relief from their shame by blaming
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someone else. A further look into externalization follows to better explain how it may provide
such relief.
In summary, a link between perceived addiction and moral incongruence has been
strongly established throughout the literature. Due to its controversy as a nonofficial “addiction,”
Grubbs, Perry, et al. (2019) sought to simplify and encompass the importance of this construct
(self-perceived addiction) and created the PPMI. To date, the model has been shown to be
applicable both nationally and abroad. Additionally, some studies have reported increased
spiritual struggle and anger toward God as a result this self-perceived addiction. Lastly, the
research shows that religious individuals experience increased sexual shame due to their
pornography use.
Despite a noted contentious debate around the term perceived addiction within the
literature, strong evidence shows that religious individuals who view pornography experience
moral incongruence and report higher perceived addiction levels. Additionally, perceived
addiction negatively impacts individuals with associated sexual shame, stress, psychological
distress, and guilt. Lastly, externalization may help relieve individuals of such distress. Emerging
research also shows that externalization may be used as a coping technique (Volk, et., 2019). An
exploration of externalization follows.
Externalization
Adams and Robinson (2001) claimed one way those suffering from addiction work to
overcome their internal shame is to transfer blame to another to disarm confrontation of self,
thereby driving the addictive cycle. The idea of protecting oneself by blaming something outside
of oneself is a rather well-known construct within the psychological community. Cramer (2000)
noted that the idea of defense mechanisms has its roots as far back as Sigmund Freud’s work in
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the late 1800s and was further solidified by his daughter Anna Freud in the 1930s. In their book
Shame and Guilt, Tangney and Dearing (2002) discussed the research up until the time the book
was published, clarifying when individuals experience shame, the research showed a two-path
response in which individuals either became angry at others and worked to “shift the blame” or
withdrew from others, thus producing increased unwanted symptoms such as depression (p. 5).
The term externalization has roots as early as 1979 with Friesen’s work on the family.
The fear of failure can drive individuals to hide from pain, which in turn produces incapacitating
fear-based shame, and “the defense for such guilt is to project the causes outwards to externalize
them” (Friesen, 1979, p. 48). This ability to project or shift blame outside of the individual seems
to mimic coping mechanisms that individuals use to reduce unwanted psychological distress.
In a study examining the use of externalization in response to stress and shame
concerning expected gender roles, Efthim et al. (2001) reported both men and women used
externalization as a defense mechanism to reduce shame and guilt felt about not living up to their
assumed gender roles. Zahn et al. (2015) suggested that among individuals with a history of
major depressive disorder, when there is an absence of others to blame, self-blaming increases,
further contributing to depressive symptoms. Those that reported guilt and self-disgust/contempt
had the most foundational depressive symptoms (hopelessness, inadequacy). Nevertheless, those
who reported guilt, shame, and anger toward others also reported a very distant relationship with
depressive symptoms (Zahn et al., 2015). This suggests that those who can blame others have a
greater opportunity to experience fewer core depressive symptoms.
Volk et al.’s (2019) results show that moral disapproval of pornography use and
depression was mediated by perceived addiction and sexual shame. The tendency to blame others
was found to moderate such relationships. Their conclusion suggests individuals who use
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pornography and experience moral disapproval and depression linked with shame to perceived
addiction find relief of shame in externalizing their struggle (Volk et al., 2019). Lastly,
Hauswirth’s (2020) study examining the impact of externalization on the sexual satisfaction of
couples who use pornography shows a correlation between mutual use, moral disapproval,
externalization, and sexual satisfaction for women. Her results revealed externalization had an
attenuating effect on women’s moral disapproval, mutual pornography use, and sexual
satisfaction (Hauswirth, 2020). These studies show growing evidence within the literature of
externalization’s ability to reduce unwanted stress, guilt, and sexual shame.
Research shows externalization has a long history within the literature, going as far back
as Freud. The literature shows externalization can be helpful to individuals wishing to avoid or
distance themselves from unwanted negative emotions such as core symptoms of depression,
fear, guilt, shame, stress, and sexual shame. The effectiveness of this ability is part of the current
study’s focus.
Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Theoretical Model
Based on the extant literature, the following research questions and hypotheses were
developed. The first hypothesis states that religious pornography users who report moral
disapproval will also report higher levels of perceived addiction. Secondly, it is hypothesized
that externalization will have an exacerbating effect on the relationship of moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. This study proposes that religious users of pornography who report moral
disapproval and externalize their use will report increased levels of perceived addiction. Figure
2.1 demonstrates this model.
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Figure 2.1
Proposed Theoretical Model of Research Question 2

Thirdly, it is hypothesized that externalization will attenuate the relationship between
God-image: loving and moral disapproval and perceived addiction. It is hypothesized that
externalization will exacerbate the relationship between God-image: distant and moral
disapproval and perceived addiction. Lastly, it is hypothesized that externalization will
exacerbate the relationship between God-image: cruel and moral disapproval and perceived
addiction. Figure 2.2 demonstrates this model.
Figure 2.2
Theoretical Model of Research Questions 3a-3c
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The fourth research question hypothesizes that God-image: loving will attenuate the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Secondly, it hypothesizes Godimage: distant will exacerbate the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived
addiction. Lastly, it hypothesizes God-image: cruel will exacerbate the relationship between
moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Figure 2.3 demonstrates this model.
Figure 2.3
Proposed Theoretical Model of Research Questions 4a–4c

The fifth research question hypothesizes that males will report higher levels of perceived
addiction than females.
Chapter Summary
Based on the literature, it is evident that pornography use is a global phenomenon and
that religious populations have similar usage rates as the general population. Only among biblical
literalists and faithful church attendees do rates drop compared to the general population. For
those individuals who believe in God and consume pornography, it has been shown that
pornography consumption decreases church attendance and other religious activities (prayer,
leadership, etc.). It has also been shown those who attribute a religious and spiritual struggle
related to a personal trait report increased anger toward God. Anger with God is positively
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correlated to a view of God as distant and cruel. Those who see God as benevolent amidst a
current religious and spiritual struggle report higher overall well-being. When individuals who
believe in God continue to view pornography, a phenomenon known as moral incongruence
occurs. Moral incongruence is the result of a behavior that goes against or is in opposition to an
individual’s morals or beliefs.
The reported outcomes of moral incongruence are negative symptoms such as guilt,
distress, lower happiness, lower self-esteem, shame, and self-perceived addiction to
pornography. Interestingly, individuals who believe in God report having higher levels of selfperceived addiction to their pornography use and also report higher levels of psychological stress
compared to nonbelievers. Recent research has shown that externalization can reduce such
sexual shame experienced from perceived addiction.
Lastly, a strong working model has also been established in the literature to better
conceptualize these overall relationships with the development of the PPMI model. The literature
shows a strong causal sequence of religiosity-moral disapproval-perceived addiction. It is
proposed that religious individuals experiencing psychological distress as a result of the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction are utilizing externalization to
remove unwanted distress and transferring blame onto God for such stress. As a result,
individuals report feeling increased anger and distance from God along with overall spiritual
struggle. This current study aims to expand the research exploring the potential moderating
effects of God-image and externalization on the relationship between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. Additionally, this study aims to examine if externalization has a moderating
effect on God-image, moral disapproval, and perceived addiction.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
This chapter will discuss the methods used to assess the relationship between moral
incongruence and perceived addiction, as well as whether externalization and God-image are
moderators of this relationship. Also, this study will assess whether externalization affects the
moderation role God-image may play on moral incongruence and perceived addiction. Finally,
this study will assess whether male will report higher levels of perceived addiction than females.
This chapter will include a brief review of the purpose of this study, the research questions, and
the hypotheses. Next, this chapter will present a discussion of the selection of participants, an
explanation of the measures, and research procedures used. In addition, the statistical tests used
to analyze the data and test the hypotheses are described. This chapter will conclude with a brief
exploration of the ethical considerations.
Research Purpose
Research shows religious individuals who view pornography experience increased levels
of moral incongruence and perceived addiction (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Shelton,
2019). Additionally, it is reported that these individuals experience increased guilt, shame,
psychological distress, and spiritual/religious struggle (Bradley et al., 2016; Chisholm & Gall,
2015; Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2017). Externalization recently has been reported as a significant
moderator between viewing pornography and sexual shame (Volk, et al., 2019). Lastly, how one
views God during times of spiritual/religious struggle has been reported to attenuate or
exacerbate unwanted psychological symptoms (Grubbs, Exline, et., 2016; Wilt, Exline, et al.,
2016).
The purpose of this research is to better understand the effects God-image (viewing God
as loving, distant, or cruel) has on the relationship of moral incongruence and perceived
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addiction. Additionally, this research aims to explore how externalization might attenuate or
exacerbate the effects of moral disapproval on perceived addiction. The goal of this study is to
contribute to the current literature of religious individuals who view pornography and experience
moral incongruence and perceived addiction. This study will explore how individuals view of
God, may inform the dynamics of maladaptive sexual behavior among religious individuals.
Lastly, this study will also explore how one’s proneness to externalize may impact the effects
moral incongruence has on perceived addiction.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Research Question 1: What is the relationship between moral disapproval (x) and perceived
addiction (y)?
Hypothesis 1: A positive relationship exists between moral disapproval and perceived
addiction.
Null Hypothesis 1: Moral disapproval has no relationship with perceived addiction.
Research Question 2: Is the relationship between moral disapproval (x) and perceived addiction
(y) moderated by externalization (w)?
Hypothesis 2: Externalization has an exacerbating effect on the relationship between
moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 2: Externalization has no effect on the relationship of moral disapproval
and perceived addiction.
Research Question 3a: Does externalization (z) have a moderating effect on the relationship
between God-image: loving (w) and moral disapproval (x) and perceived addiction (y)?
Hypothesis 3a: Externalization has an attenuating effect on the relationship between
God-image: loving and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
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Null Hypothesis 3a: Externalization has no effect on the relationship between Godimage: loving and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 3b: Does externalization have a moderating effect on the relationship
between God-image: distant and moral disapproval and perceived addiction?
Hypothesis 3b: Externalization has an exacerbating effect on the relationship between
God-image: distant and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 3b: Externalization has no effect on the relationship between Godimage: distant and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 3c: Does externalization have a moderating effect on the relationship
between God-image: cruel and moral disapproval and perceived addiction?
Hypothesis 3c: Externalization has an exacerbating effect on the relationship between
God-image: cruel and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 3c: Externalization has no effect on the relationship between Godimage: cruel and moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 4a: Does God-image: loving (w) moderate the relationship between moral
disapproval (x) and perceived addiction (y)?
Hypothesis 4a: Viewing God as loving has an attenuating effect on the relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 4a: Viewing God as loving has no effect on the relationship between
moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 4b: Does God-image: distant moderate the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction?
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Hypothesis 4b: Viewing God as distant has an exacerbating effect on the relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 4b: Viewing God as distant has no effect on the relationship of moral
disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 4c: Does God-image: cruel moderate the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction?
Hypothesis 4c: Viewing God as cruel has an exacerbating effect on the relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Null Hypothesis 4c: Viewing God as cruel has no effect on the relationship of moral
disapproval and perceived addiction.
Research Question 5: Will males who view pornography report higher levels of perceived
addiction than females?
Hypothesis 5: Males who view pornography will report highest levels of perceived
addiction.
Null Hypothesis: There is no difference in the rate of perceived addiction between males
and females who view pornography.
Research Design
For this study, a nonexperimental, cross-sectional ordinary least squares regression
research design will be used. This design was selected because there are no treatments or
interventions used. Due to the non-longitudinal design, all correlations between relationships
need to be examined and interpreted with caution.
Participants were recruited via MTurk, a crowdsourcing marketplace. Benefits using this
platform include a diverse collection of data, greater generalizability, reliable and quick data
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collection, and relatively low cost of data collection (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Johnson & Borden,
2012). Upon recruitment, participants were asked to provide informed consent to participate in
this study.
Selection of Participants
Participants were acquired through MTurk. Adults 18 years old and older were allowed to
participate in this study. Additional information was gleaned, such as whether the participants
consider themselves religious, how often they view pornography, and their perceptions of God as
a result of pornography use. There was no exclusion based on sexual orientation. Exclusion
criteria for this study include minors under the age of 18, no use of pornography during the
previous six months, and declining consent to participate. To obtain sufficient participation
numbers, since some participants may not complete the survey and to account for variability
among pornography users, the target sample size for this study is 500 individuals.
Research Instruments
Demographic Information
Participants were asked questions regarding race, gender, age, sexual orientation, level of
education, employment status, annual income, marital/relationship status, sexual activity within
the past six months, history of sexual partners, and religious affiliation.
Pornography Use
Participants were asked questions regarding the frequency of their pornography use over
the last six months. The measurements included viewing pornography 1-3 times, 4-6 times, 7-9
times or 10 or more times in the last six months.
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Moral Disapproval
Moral disapproval was measured using Grubbs, Exline, et al.’s (2015) four questions.
Two of the four questions reference sin and therefore will be modified to allow for greater
participation. The version with the modified questions has previously been used (Carboneau,
2018; Volk et al., 2016). The modified version of the four questions includes more neutral
statements (“Viewing pornography violates my personal values”; “Viewing pornography is
morally wrong”; “Viewing pornography troubles my conscience”; “Viewing pornography is
inappropriate”). These questions will be scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at
all) to 7 (extremely). Research suggests that the scale has high internal consistency (.93; Volk et
al., 2016). This measure holds historical reliability and validity within the multiple studies in
which it has been used to date (Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2015; Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2018; Guidry et
al., 2019; Volk et al., 2016; Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016)
Perceived Addiction
Perceived addiction was measured using the Cyber Pornography Use Inventory (CPUI-4;
Grubbs, & Gola, 2019). This measure includes four items assessing indicators of perceived
addiction: “I believe I’m addicted to internet pornography”, “I feel unable to stop my use of
online pornography”, “Even when I don’t want to view pornography, I feel drawn to it”, “I have
put off things I needed to do to view pornography”. The participants will rate their alignment
with each statement on a Likert scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly disagree). The items
were averaged to produce individuals’ score. To date, this measure has been used in multiple
studies yields consistent validity and reliability (Grubbs, & Gola, 2019; Grubbs, Lee, et al., 2020;
Grubbs, Kraus, et al., 2020)
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Externalization
Externalization was measured using Test of Self-Conscious Affect 3 (TOSCA-3;
Tangney et al., 2000). The third version of this measure is a scenario-based self-report
instrument that measures guilt, shame, and externalization (i.e., blaming others). This scale
consists of 11 negative scenarios, five positive scenarios, and three responses for each scenario.
For example, for the statement “While playing around, you throw a ball, and it hits your friend in
the face,” responses include an externalizing/blame reaction (“You would think maybe your
friend needs more practice at catching”), guilt reaction (“You would apologize and make sure
your friend feels better”), and shame reaction (“You would feel inadequate that you can’t even
throw a ball”). The scores for each response will be on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not
likely) to 5 (very likely). The TOSCA-3 consistently shows reliability and validity domestically
and internationally (Gouva et al., 2012; Roshan et al., 2007; Volk et al., 2019).
God-Image
God-image was measured by the God-10 (Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka et al., 2015). The
measure consists of a prompt, “Generally speaking, I imagine God as being…,” followed by 10
adjectives rated on a Likert scale from “not at all” (0 in Sample 1; 1 in Sample 2) to “extremely”
(10). The God-10 measures participants’ view of God as cruel (cruel, unkind, rejecting), distant
(distant, remote, unavailable, uninvolved), and loving (loving, caring, forgiving). This measure
holds historical reliability and validity within the multiple studies in which it has been used to
date (Beata, 2019; Bradley et al., 2015; Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2015)
Research Procedures
This study sought approval from the Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB)
to collect data. Upon approval, the survey was created on MTurk and pilot tested. Next, a request
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for participants was submitted, and participants were asked to read the informed consent
document explaining the research study. In the informed consent document, participants learned
that this study assessed attitudes regarding pornography use, attitudes toward God,
externalization, moral disapproval, and perceived addiction. The participants were informed all
data will remain private and anonymous, stored securely, and only available to the researchers.
All individuals were informed that there were no direct benefits for completion of the survey.
Participants were asked not to include any identifying information to reduce any potential
consequences of data being shared. Those involved in this study were reminded that their
participation was voluntary and at any time they could withdraw from being a part of this study.
Participants were asked if they had read the informed consent and if they consent to participate in
the study. Those who consented then started the survey and upon completing the survey were be
paid $1.25 by MTurk.
Data Processing and Analysis
The researcher downloaded the data into IBM SPSS Version 26 with the PROCESS
macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2017). The data was screened, and any missing data resulted in that
individual and their scores being excluded from this study’s final analysis. The specific analysis
will be described.
Ethical Considerations
This study was designed to maintain participants’ anonymity and adhere to IRB
guidelines and the American Counseling Association’s (2014) guidelines. Due to the sensitive
nature of this research (i.e., questions regarding God, pornography use, religiosity), participants’
privacy was monitored carefully throughout the duration of this study. The researcher paid the
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participants for their completed surveys via MTurk to ensure participants’ identities remain
anonymous. No participants’ demographic data contain identifying information.
No adverse risk or harm from completing this study was reported. Due to the personal
questions contained in this study and the sensitive nature of those questions, an online counseling
resource was offered within the informed consent document in the event participants experienced
any distress due to completing the survey.
Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the research questions and the design of this study. The
instruments of this study were discussed along with the process of the selection of participants. A
discussion of the research procedures, data analysis, and ethical considerations concluded this
chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between moral incongruence
and perceived addiction among pornography users, as well as to explore the moderating
implications of God-image and externalization. First, the study examined the relationship of
moral disapproval (measured as moral incongruence) and perceived addiction. Model 1 proposed
that externalization would moderate the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived
addiction. Model 2 explored the moderated moderation relationship externalization might have
on God-image (view of God as loving, distant, and cruel) and the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction. Model 3 examined the moderating role God-image (view of
God as loving, distant, and cruel) would have on the relationship between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction.
This study used a sample of 810 adults who endorsed using pornography at least once
during the past six months. Participants responded to demographic questions along with
questions concerning the frequency of their pornography use, sexual activity in the last six
months, relationship status, gender attraction, belief in God, and religious affiliation. Participants
also completed measures that assessed their moral disapproval/incongruence, perceived
addiction, God-image, and tendency to externalize. This chapter details the data analyses used to
examine whether the hypotheses were supported. A summary of the findings follows.
Data Screening
A sample of 1,306 participants was obtained during the data collection in October 2020.
The following methods were used to screen data. First, the data were screened for missing cases
on the computed scales. This was done by removing responses from participants who provided
incomplete responses to the study’s primary measures and demographic criteria of interest; 219
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participants were removed during this screening. Secondly, participants were screened to ensure
they were 18 years or older and reported to have used pornography within the last six months. Of
the 1,087 participants remaining, 277 were removed during this screening. The final sample
comprised 810 participants who met the study’s research criteria.
Participants Demographics
Participants’ ages ranged from 20 to 93 years (M = 37.31). See Table 4.1 for full
demographic information.
Table 4.1
Participant Demographics
Gender
Male
Female
Other
Ethnicity
Caucasian/White
African American
Asian
Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin
American Indian or Alaska Native
Other
Attraction/sexual preference
Men only
Women only
Men and women
Neither men nor women
Religious affiliation
Protestant
Catholic
Christian (non-denominational)
Mormon
Jehovah’s Witness
Muslim
Hindu
Jewish
Buddhist
New Age Wiccan

n

%

482
325
3

59.5
40.1
0.4

585
141
37
28
13
6

72.2
17.4
4.6
3.5
1.6
0.7

309
421
79
1

38.1
52.0
9.8
0.1

103
438
135
1
1
10
17
2
9
6

12.7
54.1
16.7
0.1
0.1
1.2
2.1
0.2
1.1
0.7
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None
Other
Relationship status
Single - never in a relationship
Single - not currently in a relationship
Non-committed dating relationship
Monogamous dating relationship
Married/life partner
Legally separated
Divorced
Widowed
Sexual activity in the last 6 months
No
Yes
I do not have a current romantic partner
Belief in God
I believe there is a God
I sometimes believe there is a God
I used to believe but do not anymore
Pornography frequency (6 months)
1-3 times
4-6 times
7-9 times
10 or more times

71
17

8.8
2.1

49
66
14
54
594
14
17
2

6.0
8.1
1.7
6.7
73.3
1.7
2.1
0.2

96
645
69

11.9
79.6
8.5

547
208
55

67.5
25.7
6.8

200
169
182
259

24.7
20.9
22.5
32.0

Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 27 with the PROCESS
macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2017). Responses from participants who did not complete all the items
for each measure were excluded from the analysis. Bivariate correlations were calculated
between moral incongruence and perceived addiction. Two moderation models (PROCESS
Model 1; Hayes, 2017) were tested, and one moderated moderator model (PROCESS Model 3;
Hayes, 2017) was tested. For exploratory purposes, the models were also analyzed using the data
to compare responses from male and female participants. The remainder of this chapter will
present the results from these analyses.
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Internal Consistency
Cronbach’s Alpha was used to measure internal consistency, that is, how closely related a
set of items are as a group. All variables had sufficient Cronbach’s alphas, and inter-item
correlations were consistent with expectations. Measures with single items, such as frequency of
use, will not have Cronbach’s alphas. Moral disapproval’s (four items) Cronbach’s alpha score
was reported at .928, TOSCA-Blaming Others (11 items) was .912, CPUI-4 (four items) was
.952, God-10 Loving (three items) was .880, God-10 Distant (four items) was .912, and God-10
(three items) was .930.
Correlations
Moral Disapproval and Pornography Use
A Pearson’s r correlation test was conducted to evaluate the relationship between moral
incongruence and pornography use. As expected, findings suggest that moral disapproval was
significantly negatively correlated with pornography use frequency (r = -.143, p < .01), which
suggests that increased moral disapproval may be associated with decreased pornography use.
Similarly, moral disapproval was also found to be significantly positively correlated with view of
God as cruel (r = .451, p > .01), distant (r = .318, p < .01), and loving (r = .297, p < .01). These
findings suggest participants’ scores on the subscales of the God-10 were associated with
increased moral disapproval of pornography.
Pornography Use and Perceived Addiction
A Pearson’s r correlation test was conducted to assess the relationship between
pornography use and perceived addiction. As expected, pornography use was found to be
significantly positively correlated with perceived addiction (r = .077, p < .05), suggesting the
possibility that increased use is associated with increased perceived addiction.
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Externalization and Moral Disapproval
A Pearson’s r correlation test was conducted to test the relationship between
externalization and moral disapproval. As expected, externalization was found to be significantly
positively correlated with moral disapproval (r = .632, p < .01) and view of God as cruel (r =
.625, p < .01), distant (r = .502, p < .01), and loving (r = .153, p < .01). Lastly, the subscales of
the God-10 were all found to be correlated with one another in the expected ways (see Table
4.2).
Table 4.2
Pearson’s r, Means, and Standard Deviations
1
(1) Pornography use

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

(2) Moral disapproval

-.143**

1

(3) Perceived addiction

.077*

.707**

1

-.005

.632**

.753**

(5) God-10 Cruel

.016

.451**

.637**

.625**

(6) God-10 Distant

.050

.318**

.522**

.502**

.850**

1

(7) God-10 Loving

-.020

.297**

.179**

.153**

-.172**

-.248**

1

Mean

3.620

4.192

5.128

33.609

4.884

5.598

7.606

SD

1.171

1.820

2.933

9.980

2.919

2.644

2.074

.928

.952

.912

.930

.912

.880

(4) Externalization

Cronbach’s α

1
1

*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
Testing Model 1
Hypotheses 1 and 2 were associated with Model 1. Hypothesis 1 proposed that moral
disapproval would have a positive relationship with perceived addiction. Findings showed moral
incongruence had a significantly positive relationship (b = .705, SE = .045, CI [.616, .794]) with
perceived addiction. The second research question asked whether externalization would have a
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moderating effect on the relationship between moral incongruence and perceived addiction. To
test this moderation model (Model 1), Hayes’ (2017) conditional process analysis PROCESS
macro for SPSS was used. The moderation model used perceived addiction as the outcome
variable. The proposed moderator for this model was externalization. A pictorial representation
of the theoretical model is presented in Figure 4.1. The statistical model is presented in Figure
4.2.
Figure 4.1
Hypothesized Theoretical Model 1

Figure 4.2
Hypothesized Statistical Model 1
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It was hypothesized that moral incongruence would have a significant positive direct
effect on perceived addiction, suggesting that increased moral disapproval is associated with
increased perceived addiction to pornography (Hypothesis 1). Consistent with what was
hypothesized, model findings indicated that moral disapproval had a significant positive direct
effect on perceived addiction (b = .705, SE = .045, CI [.616, .794]). Additionally, externalization
was found to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .141, SE = .008, CI
[.126, .157]), suggesting that externalization, on its own, is associated with increases in
perceived addiction. See Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3 for summary of effects.
Figure 4.3
Externalization Moderation Model

Table 4.3
Simple Moderation by Externalization
95% CI
Source

b

SE
2

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .816, R = .666, MSE = 2.880, F(3, 806) = 536.886, p <.001
.705
.045
15.529
<.001
.616
.794
Moral incongruence (MI)
.141
.008
17.874
<.001
.126
.157
Externalization (EX)
.017
.003
5.115
<.001
.011
.024
MI X EX
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It was also hypothesized that the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction
would be moderated by externalization. Specifically, it was hypothesized that findings would
show that the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction would increase at higher levels
of externalization, indicating pornography users who morally disapprove of their use experience
higher perceived addiction as a product of externalization (Hypothesis 2). As expected, the
interaction of moral incongruence and externalization (MI x EX) was found to have a significant
positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .017, SE = .003, CI [.011, .024]). That is, findings
indicated a significant interaction as hypothesized. Findings showed that the effect varied
significantly as a function of externalization, with the interaction accounting for 1.1% of the
variance on perceived addiction. A test of the conditional effects at values of externalization
(16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles) showed that the effect increased at higher levels of
externalization, indicating that increased externalization exacerbates the effect of moral
incongruence on perceived addiction (see Table 4.4). Hypothesis 2 was supported. Figure 4.4
provides a visual representation of the conditional effect at values of externalization.
Table 4.4
Conditional Effects of MI on Perceived Addiction at Values of Externalization
95% CI
Externalization percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
.504
.720
.885

rse
.048
.047
.067

LL
.409
.629
.754

UL
.598
.812
1.016
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Figure 4.4
Interaction Effect of Moral Incongruence and Externalization on Perceived Addiction

Testing Model 2
Hypotheses 3a, 3b, and 3c were associated with Model 2. The third research question
asked whether externalization has a moderated relationship on God-image (a = loving, b =
distant, and c = cruel). To test this moderated moderator model (Model 3), Hayes’s (2017)
conditional process analysis PROCESS macro for SPSS was used. The moderated moderator
model used perceived addiction as the outcome variable. The proposed factor to be moderated
for this model was externalization, and the proposed moderator for this model was God-image
(view of God as loving, cruel, and distant). A pictorial representation of the theoretical model is
presented in Figure 4.5. The statistical model is presented in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5
Hypothesized Theoretical Model 2

Figure 4.6
Hypothesized Statistical Model 2

Hypothesis 3a stated that externalization would have a negative effect on the relationship
between God-image (a view of God as loving) and the relationship between moral disapproval
and perceived addiction. This hypothesis was not supported by the data analysis, as
externalization did not have a significant effect on the relationship between God-image (a view
of God as loving) and moral disapproval and perceived addiction. A moderated moderation
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model in which it was hypothesized that the effect of the interaction of moral disapproval and
God-10 (loving) on perceived addiction would be moderated by externalization was tested.
Specifically, it was expected that externalization would attenuate the effect, with higher levels of
externalization associated with reduced perceived addiction (Hypothesis 3a).
As expected, God-image (view of God as loving) was found to have a significant
negative effect on perceived addiction (b = -.099, SE = .039, CI [-.176, -.022]), suggesting that a
stronger perception of God as loving may be associated with decreased perceived addiction (see
Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5). An increased view of God as loving was found to be associated with
reduced perceived addiction. In contrast to what was hypothesized (3a), findings did not provide
support for a significant three-way interaction effect in which the effect of the interaction of
moral disapproval and God-image (loving) varied significantly as a function of externalization (b
= -.001, SE = .002, CI [-.005, -.002]); as such, results do not support that externalization
attenuates the relationship.
Figure 4.7
Moderation by God-10 Loving and Externalization
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Table 4.5
Moderation by View of God as Loving and Externalization
95% CI
Source

b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .821, R2 = .674, MSE = 2.832, F(7, 802) = 236.531, p <.001
.773
.049
15.861
<.001
.677
.869
Moral incongruence (MI)
-.099
.039
-2.524
<.05
-.176
-.022
Loving
-.078
.021
-3.776
<.001
-.119
-.038
MI X Loving
.138
.009
15.452
<.001
.120
.155
Externalization (EX)
.021
.004
5.196
<.001
.013
.029
MI X EX
.004
.004
0.831
.406
-.005
.012
Loving X EX
-.001
.002
-0.853
.394
.005
-.002
MI X Loving X EX
Hypothesis 3b proposed that externalization would have a positive effect on the
relationship between God-image (a view of God as distant) and the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction. Contrary to the hypothesis, externalization had a significant
negative effect on perceived addiction. This three-way interaction of moral disapproval and Godimage (a view of God as distant) varies significantly at differing levels of externalization (b = .006, SE = .001, CI [-.008, -.004]; see Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.8
Moderation by God-10 Distant and Externalization
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Findings showed that the three-way interaction effect accounted for 1.1% of the variance
of perceived addiction. A test of the conditional interaction effect of moral disapproval and Godimage (a view of God as distant) at values of externalization (16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles)
showed that a significant effect was conditioned on low levels of externalization (16th
percentile). That is, the three-way interaction was conditioned on low levels of externalization,
and at low levels of externalization, the effect was significantly positive (see Table 4.7). As such,
findings contrast Hypothesis 3b, as results suggest that the low levels of externalization may be
positively associated with perceived addiction. Lastly, God-image (a view of God as distant) was
found to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .753, SE = .049, CI [.557,
.850]), suggesting that a stronger perception of God as distant may be associated with increased
perceived addiction (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6
Moderation by View of God as Distant and Externalization
95% CI
Source

b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .841, R2 = .708, MSE = 2.537, F(7, 802) = 277.300, p <.001
.753
.049
15.309
<.001
.657
.850
Moral incongruence (MI)
.306
.031
9.911
<.001
.246
.367
Distant
.030
.017
1.822
.069
-.002
.063
MI X Distant
.106
.009
11.885
<.001
.089
.124
Externalization (EX)
.004
.004
1.152
.250
-.003
.011
MI X EX
.000
.003
-0.105
.916
-.006
.005
Distant X EX
-.006
.001
-5.501
<.001
-.008
-.004
MI X Distant X EX
Table 4.7
Conditional Effects of MI x Distant on Perceived Addiction at Values of Externalization
Externalization percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
.099
.025
-.031

p
<.001
.144
.186
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Hypothesis 3c stated that externalization would have a positive effect on the relationship
between God-image (a view of God as cruel) and the relationship between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. This hypothesis was not supported in the data analysis, as externalization
had a significant negative three-way interaction effect. The interaction effect of moral
disapproval and God-image (a view of God as cruel) varies significantly at differing levels of
externalization (b = -.007, SE = .001, CI [-.009, -.005]; see Figure 4.9).
Figure 4.9
Moderation by God-10 Cruel and Externalization

Findings showed that the three-way interaction effect accounted for 1.6% of the variance
on perceived addiction. A test of the conditional interaction effect of moral disapproval and Godimage (a view of God as cruel) at values of externalization (16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles)
showed that a significant negative effect was conditioned on higher levels of externalization,
indicating that increased externalization attenuates the effect of moral disapproval and Godimage (cruel) on perceived addiction (see Table 4.8). Specifically, at low (16th percentile) levels
of externalization, the effect was significantly positive, and at medium levels, the effect was not
significant. However, at high levels (84th percentile), the effect became significantly negative.
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Findings contrast Hypothesis 3c, as they suggest that the interaction is associated with reduced
perceived addiction at high levels of externalization and associated with increased perceived
addiction at low levels of externalization. See Table 4.9 for the conditional effects at values of
externalization.
In addition, externalization was found to have a significant positive effect on perceived
addiction (b = .141, SE = .008, CI [.126, .157]), suggesting that externalization, on its own, is
associated with increases in perceived addiction. In addition, God-image (cruel; b = .326, SE =
.029, CI [.270, .383]) and externalization (b = .102, SE = .010, CI [.082, .121]) were both found
to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (see Figure 4.9 and Table 4.8). Lastly,
as expected, model findings indicated that moral incongruence had a significant positive direct
effect on perceived addiction (b = .749, SE = .053, CI [.644, .854]).
Table 4.8
Moderation by View of God as Cruel and Externalization
95% CI
Source

b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .846, R2 = .716, MSE = 2.461, F(7, 802) = 289.341, p <.001
.749
.053
14.028
<.001
.644
.854
Moral incongruence (MI)
.326
.029
11.298
<.001
.270
.383
Cruel
.027
.017
1.591
.112
-.006
.060
MI X Cruel
.102
.010
10.296
<.001
.082
.121
Externalization (EX)
.002
.004
0.476
.634
-.006
.009
MI X EX
-.001
.003
-0.451
.652
-.007
.005
Cruel X EX
-.007
.001
-6.815
<.001
-.009
-.005
MI X Cruel X EX
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Table 4.9
Conditional Effects of MI x Cruel on Perceived Addiction at Values of Externalization
Externalization percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
.110
.021
-.047

p
<.001
.234
<.05

Testing Model 3
Hypotheses 4a, 4b, and 4c were associated with Model 3. The fourth research question
asked whether God-image (a = loving, b = distant, and c = cruel) would have a moderating effect
on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. To test this moderation
model (Model 1), Hayes’s (2017) conditional process analysis PROCESS macro for SPSS was
used. The moderation model used perceived addiction as the outcome variable. The proposed
moderator for this model was God-image. A pictorial representation of the theoretical model is
presented in Figure 4.10. The statistical model is presented in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.10
Hypothesized Theoretical Model 3
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Figure 4.11
Hypothesized Statistical Model 3

w

x

y

Hypothesis 4a proposed that God-image (a view of God as loving) would have a negative
effect on the relationship of moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Consistent with
expectations, view of God as loving, on its own, had a significant negative effect on perceived
addiction (b = -.101, SE = .044, CI [-.187, -.015]); as such, findings indicate that a view of God
as loving may be associated with reduced perceived addiction. As was the case with the previous
model tests, moral disapproval, on its own, was found to have a significant positive effect on
perceived addiction (b = 1.176, SE = .043, CI [1.092, 1.260]). Taken together, the effects found
suggest that while moral disapproval may be associated with an increased perception of
addiction, a view of God as loving may be associated with less perception of addiction (see
Table 4.12 and Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.12
Moderation by God-10 Loving

Table 4.10
Simple Moderation by View of God as Loving
95% CI
Source

b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .710, R2 = .504, MSE = 4.283, F(3, 806) = 272.937, p <.001
1.176
.043 27.460
<.001
1.092
1.260
Moral incongruence (MI)
-.101
.044
-2.310
<.05
-.187
-.015
Loving
-.042
.019
-2.240
<.05
-.079
-.005
MI X Loving
Consistent with Hypothesis 4a, the interaction of moral disapproval and God-image (a
view of God as loving) was found to have a significant negative effect on perceived addiction (b
= -.042, SE = .019, CI [-.079, -.005]). That is, findings indicated that the effect of moral
disapproval varied significantly as a function of scores on God as loving, with the interaction
accounting for 0.13% of the variance on perceived addiction. A test of the conditional effects at
values of God-10 (loving; 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles) showed that the positive effect of
moral disapproval on perceived addiction decreases as scores on God-10 (loving) increase (see
Table 4.11). Figure 4.13 provides a visual representation of the effect at values of God-10
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(loving). Findings provided support for Hypothesis 4a, as results indicated that increased scores
on God-10 (loving) attenuated the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction.
Table 4.11
Conditional Effects of MI x View of God as Loving at Values of Perceived Addiction
95% CI
Loving percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
1.243
1.159
1.075

rse
.057
.042
.055

LL
1.131
1.077
.967

UL
1.355
1.241
1.184

Figure 4.13
Interaction Effect of Moral Incongruence and God as Loving on Perceived Addiction

Hypothesis 4b proposed that God-image (a view of God as distant) would have a positive
effect on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. A view of God as
distant, on its own, had a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .382, SE = .025,
CI [.334, .430]); as such, findings indicate that a view of God as distant may be associated with
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increased perceived addiction. As was the case with the previous model tests, moral
incongruence, on its own, was found to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction
(b = .991, SE = .036, CI [.921, 1.062]). See Figure 4.14 and Table 4.12 for summary of effects.
Figure 4.14
Moderation by God-10 Distant

Table 4.12
Simple Moderation by View of God as Distant
95% CI
Source

b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

Perceived addiction: R = .802, R2 = .643, MSE = 3.084, F(3, 806) = 483.539, p <.001
.991
.036
27.646
<.001
.921
1.062
Moral incongruence (MI)
.382
.025
15.475
<.001
.334
.430
Distant
.114
.011
10.081
<.001
.092
.136
MI X Distant
Consistent with expectations, the interaction of moral disapproval and God-image (a view
of God as distant) was found to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b =
.114, SE = .011, CI [.092, .136]). Findings indicated that the effect of moral disapproval varied
significantly as a function of scores on God as distant, with the interaction accounting for 4.5%
of the variance on perceived addiction. A test of the conditional effects at values of God-image
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(distant; 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles) showed that the effect increases at higher levels of
God-image (a view of God as distant; see Table 4.13). Figure 4.15 provides a visual
representation of the effect at values of God-image (a view of God as distant). Findings provided
support for Hypothesis 4b, as results indicated that increased scores on God-10 (distant)
exacerbate the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction.
Table 4.13
Conditional Effects of MI x View of God as Distant at Values of Perceived Addiction
95% CI
Distant percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
0.611
1.009
1.321

rse
.051
.036
.050

LL
.511
.938
1.223

UL
.710
1.079
1.419

Figure 4.15
Interaction Effect of Moral Incongruence and God as Distant on Perceived Addiction

Hypothesis 4c proposed that God-image (a view of God as cruel) would have a positive
effect on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. A view of God as
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cruel, on its own, had a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .375, SE = .024, CI
[.329, .422]); as such, findings indicate that a view of God as cruel may be associated with
increased perceived addiction. Again, moral disapproval, on its own, was found to have a
significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .916, SE = .039, CI = [.840, .991]). See
Figure 4.16 and Table 4.14 for summary of effects.
Figure 4.16
Moderation by God-10 Cruel

Table 4.14
Simple Moderation by View of God as Cruel
95% CI
Source

b

SE
2

Perceived addiction: R = .808, R
.916
Moral incongruence (MI)
.375
Cruel
.086
MI X Cruel

t

p

LL

UL

= .652, MSE = 3.004, F(3, 806) = 503.698, p <.001
.039
23.783
<.001
.840
.991
.024
15.893
<.001
.329
.422
.011
7.701
<.001
.064
.107

Consistent with Hypothesis 4c, the interaction of moral disapproval and God-image (view
of God as cruel) was found to have a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .086,
SE = .011, CI [.064, .107]). Findings indicated that the effect of moral disapproval varied
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significantly as a function of scores on God as cruel, with the interaction accounting for 2.6% of
the variance on perceived addiction. A test of the conditional effects at values of God-10 (cruel)
(16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles) showed that the effect increases at higher levels of God-10
(cruel; see Table 4.15). Figure 4.17 provides a visual representation of the effect at values of
God-10 (cruel). Findings provided support for Hypothesis 4c, as results indicated that increased
scores on God-10 (cruel) exacerbate the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction.
Table 4.15
Conditional Effects of MI x View of God as Cruel at Values of Perceived Addiction
95% CI
Cruel percentile
16th
50th
84th

b
.583
.926
1.211

rse
.051
.039
.060

LL
.483
.850
1.093

UL
.683
1.002
1.329

Figure 4.17
Interaction Effect of Moral Incongruence and God as Cruel on Perceived Addiction
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Hypothesis 5
It was hypothesized that males who viewed pornography within the last six months
would report higher levels of perceived addiction than female participants who viewed
pornography within the last six months. The independent samples t test compares the means of
the two groups (male and female) on the dependent variables to assess whether the group means
are statistically significantly different from one another.
Levene’s Test of Equality of Variances
The independent samples t test requires the assumption of homogeneity of variance (that
both groups have similar variance on a given measure). The Levene’s test indicates whether the
variances are significantly different by gender (indicated by a small p value, < .001). Levene’s
test for homogeneity of variance was conducted to test for any violations of the homogeneity of
variance assumption across the two group (male and female) means. The Levene’s test for
perceived addiction was found to be violated [F(2, 805) = 5.257, p < 0.05], indicating that the
gender groups did not have equal variances on perceived addiction. This indicates that the scores
differed significantly in how they are distributed around their perspective means.
Additionally, a t test for equality of means was performed to assess the mean difference
between groups and whether the mean difference was significant (p value and confidence
intervals) for each dependent variable. Men that reported using pornography within the last six
months had a higher mean score on perceived addiction (M = 5.43, SD = 2.85) than did women
(M = 4.72, SD = 2.99). Further, findings indicated that there was a significant difference in
means scores by gender for perceived addiction [t(672.36) = 3.398, p < .05)]. Specifically,
findings showed that there was a .716 significant mean difference between men and women on
perceived addiction, with men scoring higher on average than women on perceived addiction.
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See Figure 4.18 for mean CPUI-4 scores by gender. Hypothesis 5 was supported, as findings
showed men who reported using pornography within the last six months tended to score higher
on perceived addiction than women.
Figure 4.18
Mean CPUI-4 Scores by Gender
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study is based on several premises that are supported in the literature. First, research
indicates religious individuals who view pornography report moral incongruence/disapproval as
a result of their pornography use (Fisher et al., 2018; Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2015; Grubbs, Wilt,
et al., 2018; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Lewczuk et al., 2020;
Vaillancourt-Morel & Bergeron, 2018). Second, the research suggests a strong relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Grubbs,
Wilt, et al., 2017; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016).
Third, the literature indicates one’s view of God can attenuate or strengthen distress (Exline &
Grubbs, 2011; Exline et al., 2012; Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2014; Exline et al., 2017;
Stauner et al., 2019; Van Tongeren et al., 2019; Wood et al., 2010). Finally, the research suggests
externalization can attenuate the effects of moral disapproval (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al.,
2019). This study was conducted to explore the moderating effects of God-image and
externalization on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. The first
research question explored the correlation between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
The second research question asked whether externalization moderates the relationship between
moral disapproval and perceived addiction. The third research question asked whether
externalization moderates the moderated relationship that God-image (view of God as loving,
distant, and cruel) has on the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
The fourth research question asked whether God-image moderates the relationship between
moral disapproval and perceived addiction. The fifth research question explored whether males
who view pornography within the last six months would report higher levels perceived addiction
than females who view pornography within the last six months.
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The previous chapter examined the data analysis and results; this current chapter will
discuss the significance of the findings. The results of the five research questions will be
discussed along with implications of findings, limitations, and suggestions for future research.
Finally, clinical implications for counselors and counselor educators will be explored.
Summary of Findings and Implications
The participants in this study were recruited through Amazon’s MTurk as part of a larger
study. After data screening, 810 participants who completed demographic questions were
included in the final data analysis. The participants were between the ages of 20 and 93 (M =
37.31) with most participants being male (59.5%), white or Caucasian (72.2%), heterosexual
(90.1%) either married or with a life partner (73.3%), sexually active within the last six months
(79.6%), and Catholic (54.1%). Participants’ descriptions of their belief in God included “I
believe there is a God” (67.5%), “I sometimes believe there is a God” (25.7%), and “I used to
believe but do not anymore” (6.8%). The participants all reported pornography use within the
last six months. The largest percentage of participants (32%) reported using pornography 10
times or more during the last six months.
In the following section, each research question will be discussed along with correlations
and models associated with each question. It is important to note that correlation does not imply
causation; that is, it will not be assumed that one construct caused a change in another construct.
However, it can be assumed that the values indicate the possible strength of a linear relationship.
Some correlations were small; therefore, it is probable other variables need to be considered.
Lastly, these data were collected at a single point in time using a nonexperimental research
design.
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Pornography Use and Moral Disapproval
Consistent with the hypothesis and existing literature (Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2017),
pornography use and moral disapproval were negatively correlated (r = -.143, p < .01). This
suggests as individuals experience moral incongruence due to pornography use, their use may
decrease. These results seem logical as the greater distress (incongruence) an individual feels
from viewing pornography, of which they morally disapprove, at some point the distress may
discourage them from continued use.
Moral Disapproval and Perceived Addiction
The first research question examined the correlation between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. This question was included in the study to support the existing literature
(Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Grubbs,
Wilt, et al., 2017; Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016) and establish validity of this study’s findings. This
hypothesis was supported by a significant positive relationship (r = .707, p < .01). These
findings show a strong, positive relationship exists between moral disapproval and perceived
addiction. Results suggest with increased moral disapproval, an increase of perceived addiction
will follow.
Pornography Use and Perceived Addiction
Perceived addiction was measured by the CPUI-4. It was hypothesized that pornography
use would be positively correlated with perceived addiction. This hypothesis was supported by a
significantly positive relationship (r = .077, p < .05). This positive correlation indicates that as
pornography use increases, perceived addiction increases as well. This finding is consistent with
prior research (Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Lewczuk et al., 2020), indicating as religious
individuals continue to view pornography, they report higher levels of perceived addiction.
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These results provide further support for the positive association between pornography use and
perceived addiction among religious users.
Moral Disapproval and God-Image (Loving, Distant, and Cruel)
Moral disapproval was found to be significantly positively correlated with view of God
as loving (r = .297, p < .01), distant (r = .318, p < .01), and cruel (r = .451, p > .01). That is,
participants’ scores on each of the subscales of the God-10 were associated with increased moral
disapproval of pornography. These results further support that religious beliefs or views of God
are associated with an increase in moral incongruence (Perry, 2017). These data suggest holding
a view of God, including negative views (distant or cruel), increases the likelihood of
experiencing moral incongruence due to pornography use.
Moral Disapproval and Externalization
Moral disapproval was shown to be significantly positively correlated with
externalization (r = .632, p < .01). These results were expected within the framework of this
model and are consistent with previous research (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019). The results
suggest that as moral disapproval increases, externalization also increases. With increased moral
incongruence, the literature shows individuals experience increased psychological distress,
including depressive symptoms (Nelson et al., 2010), guilt and distress (Grubbs et al., 2010),
increased shame (Volk et al., 2016), and reduced overall happiness (Patterson & Price, 2012).
Thus, as individuals experience increased distress, it would seem externalization increases as
individuals potentially seek to alleviate such distress by blaming something or someone else.
Externalization and God-Image
Externalization was found to be significantly positively correlated to views of God as
loving (r = .153, p < .01), distant (r = .502, p < .01), and cruel (r = .625, p < .01). These results
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suggest that religious pornography users’ views of God have a direct correlation to
externalization, implying that as externalization increases, views of God likewise increase. This
relationship may be explained by the idea that one’s belief in a deity being in control of one’s
world and everyday events would likely lead an individual to view things in their life as beyond
their control (Singh, 2014). Riggio et al. (2014) reported when religious individuals encounter a
struggle and a successful outcome ensues, the Hallelujah effect occurs as they attribute the
success to God. Similarly, to keep faith intact when facing a struggle and an unfavorable
outcome ensues, the study reports individuals seek to blame other actors including Satan. One
could argue that a belief in a God increases the likelihood that individual looks outside of
themselves for answers to problems they encounter, including unwanted pornography use, and
based on the outcome, find plausible understanding through their faith.
Externalization Proneness
The second research question asked whether externalization would moderate the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. This question was established
from the literature supporting the use of externalization as a moderator in conjunction with moral
disapproval (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019). The hypothesis was confirmed, as
externalization had a significantly positive direct effect on perceived addiction (b = .705, SE
.045, CI [.616, .794]). Further, at higher levels of externalization, the results showed a stronger
effect on perceived addiction. These findings suggest as individuals are more prone to
externalize, the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction is exacerbated. This could be
explained by the idea that perceived addiction is a type of externalization. It could be argued that
claiming oneself as “addicted” to pornography is a way to blame the behavior on something or
someone else as a defense mechanism aiming to reduce psychological distress, including shame
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(Volk et al., 2019). Lastly, it is reasonable that an unknown variable could be causing this effect.
It is recommended that future research examine this relationship more closely.
Externalization and God-Image Effects
In the third research question, externalization was proposed as a moderator of a
moderation model between God-image and the relationship between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. This question was examined in three parts with each of God-image’s
different variables: God is loving, God is distant, and God is cruel. Contrary to Hypothesis 3a,
externalization was shown not to have a significant three-way interaction. Further, God-image
(loving) alone was shown to have a significant negative effect on perceived addiction, suggesting
that when individuals hold a view of God as loving, it significantly negatively affects their
perceived addiction levels.
Secondly, Hypothesis 3b stated that externalization would have an exacerbating effect on
God-image (distant) and the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. In
contrast to the hypothesis, a significant negative three-way interaction effect was found at
differing levels of externalization. The results showed this significant negative interaction was
conditional on low levels of externalization. Further, a view of God as distant alone (without
externalization) was shown to affect perceived addiction positively. The three-way interaction
suggests that as individuals experience moral disapproval, while viewing God as distant, with
low levels of externalization, a significant negative effect is measured in perceived addiction,
meaning that individuals who view God as distant attenuated the effect of moral disapproval by
externalizing. This could suggest those individuals who are low in externalization and view God
as distant are more accepting of their pornography use because they believe God is distant, and
do not seek to blame others; thus, the effect of moral disapproval on perceived addiction is
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attenuated. Wenzel et al. (2012) suggested individuals seeking to forgive themselves first must
take responsibility for their actions; further, genuine self-forgiveness is a prerequisite to
reaffirming one’s violated values. Individuals low in externalization who view God as distant
might be utilizing a form of self-forgiveness in order to reestablish their violated beliefs.
Research Question 3c asked whether externalization would have an exacerbating effect
on God-image (cruel) and the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Contrary to the hypothesis, a negative significant three-way interaction was supported, with Godimage (cruel) varying significantly at different levels of externalization. These findings only
existed at higher levels of externalization. Additionally, externalization and a view of God as
cruel alone were associated with increases in perceived addiction. These results suggest when
pornography viewers see God as cruel, they attenuate the effect of moral disapproval on
perceived addiction as the proneness to externalize increases. In other words, when the
pornography user experiences moral incongruence but sees God as cruel, with higher proneness
to externalize, they report lower levels of perceived addiction. These results support the current
literature, which has shown that externalization has significant moderating effects (Hauswirth,
2020; Volk et al., 2019).
In summary, these results offer further insight into the effectiveness of externalization as
a moderator. It was shown that externalization had a significant positive effect on the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. It is recommended future
research examine perceived addiction as a form of externalization. No significant three-way
interaction was found between externalization, a view of God as loving, and the relationship
between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. However, externalization had a significant
negative effect on the three-way interaction with views of God as distant and cruel on the
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relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Interestingly, this significant
negative effect was only found at low levels of externalization when viewing God as distant and
only significant at high levels of externalization when viewing God as cruel. It seems when
individuals are not prone to blame others and view God as distant, they are more accepting of
their pornography use, resulting in reduced perceived addiction. Conversely, those with
increased proneness to externalize and view God as cruel also find a reduction in perceived
addiction scores, seemingly by utilizing externalization.
Moderating Effects of God-Image
The fourth research question examined whether God-image (a = loving, b = distant, and
c = cruel) would moderate the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
Consistent with Hypothesis 4a, the findings suggest God-image (loving) had a significant
negative effect on perceived addiction (b = -.101, SE = .044, CI [-.187, -.015]). These findings
suggest viewing God as loving significantly reduces the effect moral disapproval has on
perceived addiction. These results supported the existing literature suggesting that positive views
of God during times of spiritual/religious struggle can attenuate unwanted psychological distress
(Wilt, Exline, et al., 2016). It seems logical that the more loving individuals believe God to be,
the less judged or condemned they might feel for viewing pornography.
Research Question 4b examined whether a view of God as distant would moderate the
relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Consistent with the hypothesis,
a view of God as distant had a significantly positive effect on perceived addiction (b = .114, SE =
.011, CI [.092, .136]). These findings are consistent with previous research suggesting that
distress likewise increases with increased negative views toward God (Exline, Grubbs, &
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Homolka, 2014; Grubbs & Exline, 2014; Wilt, Exline, et al., 2016). The findings suggest
viewing God as distant increases the effects of moral disapproval on perceived addiction.
Lastly, Research Question 4c examined whether a view of God as cruel would moderate
the relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction. Consistent with the
hypothesis, viewing God as cruel had a significant positive effect on perceived addiction (b =
.375, SE = .024, CI [.329, .422]). These findings are consistent with the current literature
concerning a view of God as cruel and the experience of increased distress (Exline, Grubbs, &
Homolka, 2014). The findings suggest the more one views God as cruel, the greater the effects of
moral disapproval and perceived addiction.
In conclusion, each hypothesis associated with Research Question 4 was supported in the
data. It is recommended that future research look to explore more nuanced positive and negative
attributes individuals ascribe to God (vengeful, jealous, patient, longsuffering, close, etc.)
beyond loving, distant, and cruel. These results suggest further research is necessary to examine
the potential effects different views of God have on pornography users. It is hoped that this
research will serve as a foundation for such future investigations.
Exploratory Research Question Five
The fifth research question examined whether males who viewed pornography would
report higher levels of perceived addiction than females. Consistent with the hypothesis, males
reported higher levels of perceived addiction (M = 5.43) compared to women (M = 4.72). These
findings are consistent with previous research (Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Lewczuk et al., 2020).
The difference could be explained by males viewing pornography at higher rates than females
(Regnerus et al., 2016).
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Overall Findings from Models
The findings from this study seem consistent with previous literature in terms of
population, measurements, research design, and methods used (Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka,
2014; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Volk et al., 2019). This research sought to extend the previous
models regarding pornography use, moral disapproval, perceived addiction, God-image, and
externalization. The reported relationship between moral disapproval and perceived addiction is
consistent with previous findings (Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Lewczuk et al., 2020).
Pornography use among religious populations has been consistently related to reported
higher levels of moral disapproval and perceived addiction (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018;
Grubbs & Perry; 2019). This study has replicated the results of previous research, showing a
positive relationship among religiosity, moral incongruence, and perceived addiction. These
relationships further support the PPMI model created by Grubbs, Perry, et al. (2019) and
supported by Lewczuk et al. (2020).
Despite pornography use being misaligned with religious views or beliefs, religious
individuals continue to report pornography use along with moral disapproval (Perry, 2017). The
motivation to reduce moral incongruence would seem to increase with use. In previous literature,
externalization has been shown to be an effective moderator between moral disapproval and
sexual shame (Volk et al., 2019). As expected, in this study, externalization was shown to be an
effective moderator, specifically when individuals hold views of God as distant or cruel. Further,
as expected, externalization, independent of God-image, had a significantly positive effect on
perceived addiction. Based upon these results, one might conclude that perceived addiction is a
type of externalization. That is, individuals who experience moral incongruence due to their
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pornography use report higher levels of perceived addiction as a way to project blame or explain
(externalize) their behavior with the label of “addiction.”
The findings related to God-image were also expected. It comes as no surprise that the
more loving an individual views God to be, fewer negative symptoms concerning their
pornography use are reported. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume negative symptoms increase
with increased views of God as distant. Lastly, it seems logical that the more one views God as
cruel, one would experience increased negative symptoms, as the findings suggest. These results
suggest one’s view of God is quite impactful and should be further researched.
In summary, religious individuals continue to morally oppose pornography use. Despite
such views, individuals continue to use pornography while experiencing the negative effects of
moral incongruence and report increased levels of perceived addiction. This study has shown
individuals who view God as loving report decreased levels of perceived addiction. Conversely,
those who view God negatively report increased levels of perceived addiction. Further,
externalization was shown to have a positive relationship with perceived addiction when
isolated. Externalization was also shown to be an effective moderator, reducing the effects of
perceived addiction when coupled with a view of God as distant or cruel. These findings suggest
how one views God can impact how one views their pornography use. Additionally, these
findings show the effectiveness externalization can have at reducing the effect of moral
disapproval on perceived addiction. This could suggest that externalization is used as a coping
mechanism to reduce unwanted psychological distress from pornography use. Based on
externalization’s ability to reduce sexual shame (Volk et al., 2019) and this study’s results, it is
recommended that future research examine externalization’s effects on depression, guilt, anxiety,
and other types of distress among this population. Future research should explore different
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attributes of God. It is also recommended future research examine other actors including Satan, a
spouse, etc. as sources of blame for religious individuals with unwanted pornography use. Lastly,
future research should explore the relationship between externalization and perceived addiction
and how these two constructs align and or differ in further detail.
Limitations of the Study
One possible limitation to this study could be that pornography use was measured only
within the last six months. Given that this is a large amount of time, this could limit this study’s
ability to be generalized. Reducing the limitation of pornography use to the last 30 days may
have given this study a more representative sample of pornography users in general. With a more
representative sample, the results and implications may provide a clearer picture of how to assess
and treat this population.
Another possible limitation to this study may be the population sample. In this sample of
810 participants, 73.3% reported being married or having a life partner. The high number of
married participants could have confounded the results due to potential spousal or life partner
influence or mutual use. It would have been helpful to delineate between mutual and solo use.
Additionally, it would have been helpful to know whether participants’ beliefs concerning use
differed from their partners’.
Another limitation of this study is the use of self-report measures. It is possible
participants’ responses were not accurate because they were unable to provide objective
reporting of their beliefs and or behaviors. Additionally, the measures may not have accurately
assessed the constructs they purported to measure. For example, the God-10 is designed to
measure one’s view of God in general, not specifically one’s view of God in relation to
pornography use, and it does not include any questions regarding the use of pornography.
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In addition, it is possible that the participants in this study were dissimilar to the general
population of pornography users. MTurk users appear to have lower extraversion, lower
emotional stability, and lower self-esteem than other samples (Goodman et al., 2013); therefore,
these differences and other possible differences may affect the generalizability of the results.
Additionally, MTurk samples tend to be younger on average than the United States population
and internet users in general and be better educated with lower income than the U.S. population
as a whole (Paolacci et al., 2010). These differences could exist in the data collected and
therefore indicate that the sample is not representative of the general population.
Lastly, this study assessed sensitive subjects that are potentially shameful or
embarrassing for many people; social desirability may affect participants’ responses (Osborne,
2012). A measure of social desirability was not included in the measures, so it was not possible
to assess whether this effect may have occurred in this sample.
Suggestions for Future Research
It is recommended to consider using a different assessment to measure participants’ view
of God rather than using the God-10. As previously mentioned, this measure does not
specifically inquire about how pornography use affects one’s view of God. Previous research
suggests religious/spiritual struggle can impact one’s relationship with God and even shift
theological beliefs (Van Tongeren et al., 2019). Further, research has shown that when
individuals consider a religious/spiritual struggle to be part of God’s benevolent plan, they report
higher levels of well-being (Wilt, Exline, et al., 2016). It may be helpful to examine how one’s
personal relationship with God is affected by pornography use, moral incongruence, and
perceived addiction. Identifying different beliefs of God’s character (kind, jealous, patient,
angry, close, longsuffering, etc.) and the impact of these beliefs on pornography should be
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explored. Additionally, based on Riggio et al.’s (2014) findings, other potential actors including
Satan, one’s spouse, etc. upon whom religious individuals might blame their unwanted use may
hold important implications. It may be beneficial for further exploration of these relationships as
potential clinical and educational implications could be determined.
It is also recommended that researchers explore the possibility that perceived addiction
may be a form of externalization. This construct has continued to show effectiveness among
recent studies within this population (Hauswirth, 2020; Volk et al., 2019). Researchers should
consider externalization as a potential mediator within the relationship of moral incongruence
and perceived addiction with other outcome variables such as shame, anger, overall happiness,
depression, guilt, self-forgiveness, etc.
Lastly, it may be helpful to conduct a replication study using a population with more
frequent use than one time in the last six months. This study’s criterion that participants must
have used pornography one time in the last six months may cause the findings to be less
clinically relevant than if the study had investigated participants who report weekly pornography
use. The use of a sample of weekly pornography users who identify as having moral
incongruence and perceived addiction might make the results more relevant for counseling
practice, as these individuals might be more representative of those who may seek therapy. It is
also recommended that a replication of this study include a sexual satisfaction measurement to
explore how externalization impacts sexually active individuals and couples.
Clinical Implications
For Counselors
For clinicians, understanding the contributing reasons for clients’ pornography use would
be beneficial. These results may be helpful for marriage and family therapists, pastoral
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counselors, clergy, and clinicians who provide therapy for individuals struggling with
pornography use and report some level of religiosity. The current literature suggests that the
more loving the individual views their God to be, the greater the reduction in perceived
addiction. This finding should inform clinicians to include treatment interventions such as
strengthening or establishing loving views of God in hopes of reducing the effects of moral
incongruence.
Clinicians may struggle to understand why clients who morally oppose pornography use,
for religious or other reasons, continue to view pornography. Generally, religious clients present
with a desire to reduce and or eliminate their pornography use due to their moral disapproval or
perceived addiction. The current study provides insight into factors that may be present and
allow the individual to continue engaging in the behavior despite their moral opposition. For
example, if the individual can externalize or blame something or someone else for their use,
possibly including God, their spouse, or Satan (evil), they may feel they have an understanding
of their use while simultaneously excusing their behavior, which allows them to continue to
consume pornography due to their view of it as beyond their control. Counselors can use their
reflection skills to help clients recognize when they are making excuses and blaming their use on
something other than their own choices and behavior. Snyder and Higgins (1988) noted that
when individuals successfully minimize the focus on themselves, the process is likely “automatic
and reflexive” rather than “labored and conscious” (p. 29). Since the individuals may not be
aware of these defense mechanisms, clinicians should seek to provide psychoeducation about
them, aid clients in increasing self-awareness, and establish effective ways clients can decrease
the use of them.
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For Counselor Educators and Supervisors
This study also has implications for counselor educators and supervisors. Studies show
counselors perceived themselves as incompetent when treating pornography use (Bloom et al.,
2016; Hecker et al., 1995; Short et al., 2012); further, Ayres and Haddock (2009) reported that
almost half of graduate-level clinicians receive no training on how to treat clients with unwanted
pornography use. Further, 79% of clinicians reported feeling unprepared to work with this
population, despite most clinicians reporting nearly three quarters of their clients presented with
pornography issues. This suggests an overall need for counselor educators to address the proper
training, conceptualization, and treatment of pornography-related issues.
Counselor educators are responsible for training and equipping graduate-level counselors
with up-to-date research and best ethical practices for working with clients. Specifically, with
clients who report some level of religiosity and present with pornography use problems,
counselor educators are tasked with educating and training future counselors on how to work
within the client’s religious framework to ethically address issues such as pornography use
without imposing the counselor’s beliefs. Additionally, Section C.2.a. of the American
Counseling Association Code of Ethics states, “Counselors practice only within the boundaries
of their competence, based on their education, training, supervised experience, state and national
professional credentials, and appropriate professional experience” (American Counseling
Association, 2014, p. 8). It is recommended that counselor education programs modify their
curriculums and training to include assessment, conceptualization, and treatment of
pornography-related issues. Lastly, supervisors may benefit from seeking further education
concerning current research, training, and ethical practices when working with this population.
Additionally, supervisors at the state level have a responsibility, similar to counselor educators,
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to guide young clinicians to increase their knowledge, experience, and competency when
working with this population.
Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a summary of the findings, clinical implications, limitations of the
study, and future recommendations for research. There were five main findings. First, moral
disapproval was negatively correlated to pornography use, which suggests with increased moral
disapproval, pornography use may decrease. Second, moral disapproval was positively correlated
with perceived addiction and each view of God (loving, distant, and cruel). Moral disapproval
and perceived addiction were positively correlated throughout the entirety of this study. Third,
externalization was significantly positively correlated with moral disapproval and each view of
God (loving, distant, and cruel). Fourth, the finding that externalization exacerbated the effect of
perceived addiction was unexpected. It is theorized that perceived addiction may be a proneness
to externalize. Fifth, a view of God as loving significantly negatively impacts perceived
addiction. Similarly, a view of God as cruel or distant exacerbates perceived addiction.
Externalization was shown to be an effective moderator between moral disapproval and
perceived addiction when individuals view God as distant or cruel. Replication of this study with
higher-frequency (weekly) users may provide further information regarding the relationships
between externalization and God-image. The findings from this study inform clinical work with
individuals and couples who present to counseling with pornography issues.
Summary of the Study
Previous research suggests that religious individuals who use pornography report higher
levels of moral disapproval (Fisher et al., 2018; Grubbs, Exline, et al., 2015; Grubbs & Perry,
2019; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019; Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2018; Lewczuk et al., 2020; Vaillancourt-
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Morel & Bergeron, 2018); additionally, this population reports increased levels of perceived
addiction (Grubbs, Grant, & Engelman, 2018; Grubbs & Perry, 2019; Grubbs, Perry, et al., 2019;
Grubbs, Wilt, et al., 2017; Wilt, Cooper, et al., 2016). Recently, Volk et al. (2019) reported the
use of externalization as a potential moderator to moral disapproval and sexual shame.
Additionally, research has shown an individual’s view of God during times of religious/spiritual
struggle can attenuate or exacerbate negative symptoms associated with the struggle (Exline &
Grubbs, 2011; Exline et al., 2012; Exline, Grubbs, & Homolka, 2014; Exline et al., 2017;
Stauner et al., 2019; Van Tongeren et al., 2019; Wood et al., 2010). This study was used to
assess God-image and externalization as potential moderators of the relationship between moral
disapproval and perceived addiction.
This study recruited 1,306 participants through Amazon’s MTurk. After multiple stages
of data screening, 810 participants (482 males, 325 females, and three other) who reported using
pornography within the past six months were included in the study. Pornography use was
positively correlated to perceived addiction but negatively correlated to moral disapproval as
expected. This study supported existing literature concerning these variables. Externalization was
positively correlated to perceived addiction on its own. Further, externalization was a significant
moderator when individuals held negative views of God (as distant or cruel). Moral disapproval
was positively correlated to views of God (loving, distant, and cruel) throughout this study.
These relationships were all significantly related and indicated further research is potentially
warranted to confirm these findings. Lastly, a view of God as loving was shown to have a
significantly negative correlation as a moderator on the relationship of moral disapproval and
perceived addiction. These significant results hold important clinical implications for counselors
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and counselor educators when working alongside religious clients who present with selfperceived pornography issues.
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